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BY VANESSA MOLINA 
Senior Writer 
Beginning next fall, four out of five 
schools at Ithaca College will implement new 
advising regulations for course registration. 
The School of Music, School of Health 
Sciences and Human Performance, School 
of Humanities and Sciences and the School 
of Business voted to change their advising 
policies for the registration period for 
Spring 2005. 
In H&S, students will not be able to reg-
ister with Degree Navigator until they con-
tact their advisers and are cleared for regis-
tration, said David Dresser, coordinator of 
the Office of Academic Achievement and Ad-
vising. Students may unlock this hold by con-
tacting their adviser at any time during the 
semester, not just during the two-week ad-
vising period. 
The School of Business' new policy is 
slightly different. The associate dean will 
place a hold on registration for freshmen who 
·c ~ · or low 
to release the hold on the registration after 
meeting with a student in these categories, 
Dresser said. 
Students on academic warning or in any 
other negative academic status in the 
School of Music will be restricted from reg-
istering until they meet with their advisers, 
Dresser said. 
In HSHP, students' registration access may 
be placed on hold at their adviser's discretion. 
HSHP will review this after the fall registra-
tion and decide whether to actually restrict the 
registration of students who are in poor aca-
demic standing until they meet with their ad-
viser, Dresser said. 
Peter Bardaglio, provost and vice pres-
ident of academic affairs, said the college's 
broad and diverse curricula and schools 
would make it difficult to create a col-
legewide policy. Individual policies for 
each school can serve students more effec-
tively, he said. 
Associate Dean Virginia Mansfield-
Richardson said the Roy H. Park School of 
Communications will have no restriction on 
any of its students' registration abilities. 
Junior Andrew Peim, a television-radio 
major, said there have often been fights to 
get into the classes he wanted, and no 
adviser can fix that problem. 
"I think students can figure out what class-
es to take on their own, and that usually 
isn't the problem anyway," Peim said. 
This semester, the ad-hoc Faculty Council 
Committee on Academic Advising, consisting 
of seven members, has been meeting weekly 
to discuss the advising policy. 
Bardaglio asked the committee to exam-
ine four recommendations for changes to the 
current advising situation at the college. · 
The first is expanding the definition of ad-
vising as it appears in- the faculty handbook. 
The second recommendation includes 
looking at special training for professors 
who also act as advisers , and the third is a 
regular evaluation of advisers . 
The last recommendation calls for a re-
ward system foi: excellent advising. 
Both Peim and Smith agreed that SP.ecial 
training for advisers would be a way to teach 
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Facing justice 
Conduct review board 
strives for fair hearings 
BY MICHELLE THEIS 
Staff Wri(er 
Last spring, the residents of 
College Circle Apartment 14-02 
decided to celebrate the season 
with a party at their place. But 
they never planned to invite 
Public Safety officers to their 
big bash - the one with a live 
band, a few kegs and more than 
200 people. 
All the residents of the 
apartment, including juniors 
Damien DeJesus and Andrew 
Miller, were judicially re-
ferred for violating policies 
that ranged from possession of 
kegs to fire code regulations. 
After holding an initial hearing 
with their resident director, 
the residents were sanctioned 
with immediate removal from 
on-campus housing. 
Un~ to accept immedi-
. 
made up of one faculty member, 
one staff member and three stu-
dents, all called justices. 
When students are judicial-
ly referred, they receive a 
written warning or a sanction 
for their violation. 
If they wish to · contest any 
Student Conduct Ccxle or upper-
level Residential Life Rules 
and Regulations, they may pre-
sent their case before the conduct 
review board. 
DeJesus and Miller are just 
two of an estimated 15 to 30 stu-
dents annually who choose to be 
heard and sanctioned before 
conduct review boards. Of this 
year's 2,569 judicial referrals, 
seven cases have gone to conduct 
review boards. One has gone a 
step further to an appeal board. 
For DeJesus, standing before 
the review board was advanta-
geous. He said ~~~ 
mates chose to take their case to 
the conduct review board. 
A conduct review board is a 
judicial recommending body 
out of town during the party. 
The board then excused him 
from any sanctions. 
Even so, DeJesus felt that his 
case was an exception, and said 
he thought he avoided sanctions 
only because he had rock-solid 
evidence that he was not even in 
Ithaca at the time of the violation. 
See STUDENT, Page 4 
College eyes global campus 
BY CHRIS WHITE 
Staff Writer 
Hector Velez-Guadalupe, associate pro-
fessor of sociology, organized a spring se-
mester class 10 years ago that was differ-
ent than most on campus. When most stu-
dents left to go home for the summer, the 
students enrolled in his class boarded a plane 
headed to the Dominican Republic. Velez-
Guadalupe said this experience strengthened 
students' understanding of a completely dif-
ferent culture. 
Recent commitments in the Institutional 
Plan have furthered the development of such 
programs. The Institutional Plan states the col-
lege "aims to establish additional opportuni-
ties for experiential learning in the U.S. and 
abroad." Recruiting and retaining international 
students at the college is also a priority. 
COURTESY OF ITHACA COLLEGE ARCHIVES,AN 
THE OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS 
DESIGN BY MATT QUINTANILLA 
A report published by the American 
Council on Education recommended insti-
tutions make internationalization an insti-
tutional priority and make it visible in their 
strategic plan - something the college has 
already done. 
The report, based on a survey of 752 col-
leges and universities of varied types, 
1,027 faculty and 1,290 undergraduates, 
showed that only 12 percent of the students 
in the survey participated in study-abroad 
programs. 
Each year between 350 and 400 Ithaca 
College students leave the country to 
study abroad in London, short-term pro-
grams or exchange programs, said Rachel 
Cullenen, associate director for study 
abroad. 
Through study abroad and exchange, 
along with a continually growing-'number 
of international students attending Ithaca 
College, the international program is 
strong, but she said it could always grow 
stronger. 
International study opportunities have 
increased from one or two short-
term, faculty-led study-
abroad programs and 
two exchange pro-
grams, to more than 
nine short-term, faculty-
led programs and about 
nine exchange programs. 
The London Center, 
which was established in 
1972, is the largest of many 
study abroad opportunities 
for students. 
· The program's director, 
William Sheasgreen, said that 
FOURTH IN A FIVE PART SERIES 
when the London Center opened, it was 
one of only a dozen American university 
programs in London. Now there are 150 
such programs. 
He said he has seen the London Center 
grow substantially since its beginning. An 
effort is currently being made to bring more 
international students to the center to di-
versify the population and give all students 
involved a more weU-rounded experience. 
"What we're aiming for one way or the 
other is to create circumstance in London 
where we're able to receive more students," 
Sheasgreen said. "The college is gearing up 
for another onslaught on international ed-
ucation. Promoting it, trying to get more stu-
dents off campus, trying to enrich their un-
dergraduate experience." 
Even in an English-speaking country, the 
culture can be completely different, junior 
Stephanie Hunt said. She just returned from 
a semester in Ireland but said she didn't feel 
cheated by going to an English-speaking 
country. 
"There was definitely still culture 
shock," she said. "Everything was new. Even 
learning how to foJlow · the protocol of 
checking out at the grocery store, how to get 
a pint in the local pub, it's totally different." 
Recent developments include the estab-










NEWS BRIEFS AND LOCAL EVENTS 
The Vote 2004 
President Bush's re-election 
campaign spent nearly $50 million 
in March - much of it on television 
advertising -,- the most ever in one 
r;nonth by a presidential candidate, 
according to a report the campaign 
filed Tuesday with the Federal . 
Election Commission. · 
The report's relea~e came as 
two new polls found Bush making 
gains over his Democratic· rival 
John F. Kerry despite weeks of 
White House difficulties over Iraq . 
and the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks. 
. The surveys were taken after a 
major onslaught of television ads by 
the Bush . campaign in 18 battle-
ground states. but analysts said the 
advertising impact ·seemed limited. 
"They. got some bang for the 
buck,· but I don't think they got, 
·fta·n1<Iy, the-bang for the buck they 
would have hoped for,," said cam-
paign finance expert Anthony 
Corrado of Colby College in 
Maine. · . 
For TV advertising, Bush's 
campaign .Paid about $41 million 
in March. For campaign expens .. 
es oy.erall, -Bush spent more in 
March than his Democratic oppo--
nent Al Gore spent in the entire 
primary season of 2000, Corrado 
said : All told, Bush has raised 
$,186 million and spent $99 mil-
Hon since launching his campaign 
l<Jst year. · 
The campaign announced last . 
week that it would scale back tele-
vision advertising and limit it to 
spots attacking Kerry. 
The· Massachusetts senator 
declined to release his full March 
finance report until late Tuesday 
night, but · a Kerry aide said he 
spent a small fraction of what Bush 
pµt into television ads last month. 
~rce: Los Angeles Times and 
TJJe WashingtonPost news service. 
Corrections 
The second tier of service offered 
by Apogee Telecom is a 1 Mb con-
nection. 
This information was incorrect in 
the April 8 issue. 
The Inside Look admission pro-
gram .and the Pre-freshman 
Slimmer Institute for Higher 
Education Opportunities Program 
were not started during the tenure· 
of President Peggy R. Williams. 
~nior Mostafa Afifi was the winner 
of the chess club's chess tourna-
ment. . 
This information was incorrect In 
the April 15 issue. 
It is The lthacan's policy to correct 
an errors of fact. Please contact 
A$sistant News Editor Katie 
Maslanka at 27 4-3207. 
Copy editors: Brad Andrews, . 
Alicia Arnold, Clarissa 
Brunda(IB, Deirdre Byme, 
,. Kaylee Collins, Heather Curtis, 
Daniel DiSilva, Emily Keizer, 
. Stacy Majewicz, Emily . 
Mitchell, Josh McCann, Dan 
Prince and Deepa Shah. 
-Nation & World 
Rumsfeld war remarks deleted 
The Pentagon deleted from a public transcript • 
a statement Defense Secretary Donald Rums-
fold made to author Bob Woodward suggesting 
that the administration gave Saudi Arabia a two-
month heads-up that President Bush had decided 
to invade Iraq. 
At issue was a passage in Woodward's "Plan 
of Attack," an account published this week of 
Bush's decision-making about the war, quoting 
Rumsfeld as telling Prince Bandar bin Sultan, 
the Saudi ambassador to Washington, in Janu-
ary 2003 that he could "take that to the bank" 
that the invasion would happen. 
The comment came in a key moment in the 
run-up to the war, when Rumsfeld and other of-
ficials were briefing Bandar on a military plan 
to attack and invade Iraq, and pointing to a top-
. secret map that showed how the war plan would 
unfold. The book reports that the meeting with 
Bandar was held on Jan. 11, 2003, in Vice Pres-
ident Dick Cheney's West Wing office. Gen. 
Richard Myers, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff, also attended. 
22 prisoners killed in attack 
Insurgents launched a mortar attack on the 
former Abu Ghraib prison outside Baghdad on 
Tuesday, killing 22 Iraqi prisoners and injuring 
more than 90 others. The U.S. military said those 
killed in the 18-shell barrage were either former 
.members of Saddam Hussein's government or 
people involved in attacks on American forces. 
Abu Ghraib, located about 20 miles west of 
Baghdad, has been converted into a U.S. de-
tention center, with an estimated 5,000 detainees. 
While there was speculation that insurgents 
sought to provoke an uprising at the prison, the 
attackers possibly believed that large numbers 
of U.S. troops were housed in the sprawling fa-
cility, which is surrounded ·by .high concrete walls. . 
The area around the prison bas recently been 
the scene of fierce fighting betw~ U.S.-led forces 
and insurgents. Halliburton Co., a huge contrac-
tor in the reconstruction of Iraq, said Tuesday that 
, three of four bo4ies fo~d earlier this month ~~ar 
· an attack on a fuel convo,x, close to ~u b, 
~ contract wotfers it~ · • 
€ommission reports ocean woes 
A commission authorized by Congress and 
appointed by President Bush has issued a gloomy 
· ·report on America'·s oceans, urging the gov-
e~ent to intervene in hundreds of ways -
from curtailing pollution to controlling coastal 
development - in order to nurse the ~ling wa-
ters back to health. 
The 450-page report from the U.S. Commis-
Co II eg e & City. 
College board of publications 
selects Ithacan editor .in chief . 
The Ithaca College B~ard of Publications 
has appointed junior Anne K. Walters editor in 
chief of The Ithacan for 
2004-05. 
Walters, a journalism 
and • German major, is 
from Waynesboro, Pa. 
She is a member of the 
Girl Scouts of th~ United 
States of America and 
serves as an assistant 
troop leader in Ithaca. 
Walters is cmrently 
WALTERS news editor at the paper. 
She acted as assistant 
· news editor in the spring 2003 semester and was 
a staff writer froII). 2001-03. 
Ithaca Town Board prohibits 
parking on two local avenues 
.. , ~ lthac~ Town , · · ,- assed during its 
,,f "·· l : _... ·. · . · · bannin arkin 
' ' ., · • • ,, .. Cf'; ., 
:'.!:;th~= ·, -. ~:;,ania anfkendafi 
Avenues. . . 
The ordinance will take effect today. 
ITS .warns of new e-mail virus 
with 'delivery failure' message 
Information Technology Services has given 
notification of a new virus circulating via e-mails 
with the subject-line similar to "Delivery fail-
ure notice." ITS recommends that students 
delete any e-mails with unknown attachments. 
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FENCED IN 
. PAUL WATSON/LOS ANGELES TIMES 
A FARMER LETS his buffaloes graze next to a.new barbed-wire fence that India is build-· 
Ing to seal off the part of Kashmir It controls from the part held by Pakistan. The two 
nations declared a cease-fire in November and plan peace talks next month. 
sion on Ocean Policy details what has gone wrong: 
seafood contaminated· with bacteria and chemi-
cals such as mercury and dioxins; urban runoff 
laden with oil, trash and hwnan waste; fann runoff 
that causes blooms of algae that suffocate all liv-' 
ing creatmes and forms oceanic "dead zones;" and 
rising sea temperatures that are killing coral reefs 
and spreading water-borne viruses. 
The report lays blame on a v.ariety of hu-
man activities. It singles out commercial fish-
. o de 1 te fis stof · · 
ly planned coastal development that _de-
grades estuaries and wetlands and puts resi-
dents in the path of violent sto~s. 
Blair allows referendum vote 
Saying "let the battle be joined," Prime Min-
ister Tony Blair reversed course and an-
nounced Tuesday that Britons will be allowed 
to vote in a referendum on a constitution for a 
strengthened European Union. 
Public relations society to hold · 
charity basketball tournament 
The college's Public Relations Student So-
ciety of America will be holding its annual 
Make-a-Swish for Make-a-Wish .basketball 
tournament on Saturday. . 
The tournament will take place at the Hill 
Center from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. Teams of five play-
ers will compete for prizes. Donations will be 
made to the Make-a-Wish Foundation, a char-
ity organization that helps fulfill .the wishes of 
critic.ally ill children. 
Biology department students 
to present academic research 
The biology department's Junior Research 
· Symposium will be held from Tuesday to Thurs-
. day at 4 p.m. each ~Y-
The symposium, which will be held in ·the 
Center for Natural Sciences, Room 112, will fea-
ture the research of 16 junior$ and seniors. •" 
All are welcome to attenl;aifreshmen•·· _ . .,.. ' · 
be served in the CNS first ...- Jobby, · , .· 
tendees ~ f~.· ·.· . · ged to '-g the· '·;,,, : · 
reusable ~r beverages. , · .,. 
End-of-ye~ concerts planne6l ;: 
by School of Music ensembles 
With Blair already embattled over his sup-
port for the war jn Iraq and for alleged sub-
servience to Washington, the possibility that 
British voters would reject the new constitution 
for the enlarged EU carries risk for the future 
of both the prime minister and the union itself. 
But holding the vote might deflect a barrage of 
criticism that Blair's Labor Party government 
had been unwilling to allow the people's voice 
to be heard on a fundamental .issue. The move 
After the past two years in which terrorism 
and the wars in Iraq and Af ghanis~).tAY.~flQip,-
inated the national agenda, the Conservative Par-
ty has managed to bring the question of Euro-
pea,n integration to the front burner .only now, 
a few weeks 'bef<J"e the schedule4 enlargement 
of the EU to 25 ~embers. 
Source: Los Angeles Times and The Washing-
ton Post news seryice. 
Choraliers, led by Verna Brummett, will join to-
. gether to perform John Rutter's "Mass for the 
Children" at 3 p.m. in Ford Hall in the James 
J. Whalen -Center for Music. 
The Ithaca College Symphony Orchestra, 
conducted by Jeffrey Grogan, associate pro-
fessor of music performance, will perform on 
Monday at 8: 15 p.m. in Ford Hall. The concert 
will feature Rachmaninoff's Symphony No. 2 
in E minor. 
The final performance of the Ithaca College 
Wmd Ensemble, directed by Steve Peterson, pro-
fessor of music performance, will take place 
Tuesday at 8:15 p.m. in Ford Hall. 
The Ithaca College Symphonic Band, con-
ducted by professor of music performance Hen-
ry Neubert, will give a concert on Wednesday 
at 8:15 p.m. in Ford HalL The Concert Band, 
conducted by Keith Kaiser, assistant professor 
and chauman of music education, will perform 
Qn Thursday. at 8:15 p.m. in Fo~d Hall. 
1 Ithacan 
The various vocal and instrumental e.~:' . · 
ble~ in the School of Mus~.· .. · · .. perfo :. . 
their final concert of the . . · ... e upc , 
week. ,. · . '.t ; . .:· 
Join us . 
. :=all 274-3208 
!Or inforn1ation. 
On Sunday, the Ithaca College Chorus, con-
ducted by professor of music education Janet 
Galvan, and tlte Ithaca Children's Choir -
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Physician speaks out 
on nuclear dangers 
BY ELIZABETH QUILL 
Accent Editor 
Helen Caldicott was 8 years old and 
living in Australia when the United States 
dropped an atomic bomb on Hiroshima. She 
said she remembers the siren sounding. That 
is how she knew the war was over. . 
"But I didn't know the war was over by drop-
ping an atomic bomb on Hiroshima and va-
porizing and killing about 120,000 people in the 
flesh," she said. "So the genocide began. Nu-
clear genocide." 
In the early 1970s when France was test-
ing atomic bombs in the Pacific, Caldicott was 
concerned that the fallout could be raining 
down and giving children cancer. 
She wrote a letter to her hometown news-
paper and convinced editors to run it. Later 
in her life, she also convinced Australia to 
close down its uranium mines. 
. Hochheimer said he first heard Caldicott 
speak 25 years ago on the radio station he 
worked at in Los Angeles. 
She also spoke anhe college in Novem-
ber 2002. 
Now 65. years old, the 
doctor has dedicated her life to 
educating the world about 
the medical dangers of nuclear 
weapons. tthe same 
"She's an inspiring 
voice of reason and sanity 
in a world of crazy," he 
said. 
He said he hopes her pas-
sion helps ~tudents consid-
er a whole new level of 
spirituality and helps them 
understand that they can 
temperature a 
Democratic fies 
Caldicott spoke Monday to 
students and faculty in the 
Communication and the 
Human Spirit class, taught by 
John Hochheimer, associate 
professor of television-radio. 
HELEN CALDICOTT create change. 
Phy sic ian and acti vis t Caldicott has written five 
books and in her most re-
cent, "The New Nuclear 
Danger: George ·Bush's Military Industrial 
Complex," she discusses the current adminis-
trations weapons and foreign policies. She said 
the issues she is discussing are not partisan. 
As a teenager she read 
"On the Beach," by Nevile 
SJmte, a novel about the last survivors of an 
atomic war. She said it was particularly mov-
ing for her because Australians were the last 
ones left in the book, awaiting their inevitable 
death as radiation moved south. 
"After that, I never felt safe," she said. 
During the class, Caldicott discussed her life 
and accomplishments, but she also had a strong 
messages for students, telling them to find their 
truth and follow it. 
After reading "Female Eunuch" by Germaine 
Greer, Caldicott said she discovered who she 
was and the power she had. She began to act. 
When she was young, Caldicott stopped 
workers from pruning~ · · ct.. 
.ings and heft,ed t the 
''Republican flesh burns at the same 
_temperature as Democratic flesh,"· she said. 
She said she considers herself a physician 
who is practicing global preventative medi-
cine. While living in the United States, she 
founded the Physicians for Social 
Responsibility. 
Senior Nathan Best had never heard of 
Caldicott and did not know she was speaking 
until she walked into;c~ ~ ~ -.._·,41Niu 
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toric hotel. 1 · 
"I didn't give a hell what anyone thought," 
she said: "I learned there is always a way to stop 
o1!1ething evil;' 
social scientist and a political scientist, but it 
was really good from a doctor's perspective," 
Best said. 
Caldicott said the Hippocratic Oath drives 
REBECCA GARDNER/THE /THACAN 
HELEN CALDICOTT, an expert on nuclear disarmament, speaks Tuesday · to the 
Communication and the Human Spirit class about the dangers of nuclear weapons. 
The class is taught by John Hochhelrna, associate professor of televlakHH'adlo. 
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SIS vendor.to ·presei;it 
One finalist to showcciiitsuigested system kJday 
BY KATIE MASLANKA cessing grade information and 
Assistant News Editor checking financial account informa-
tion, in one place. 
The Student Information System If Sungard/SCT is selected to up-
steering committee has selected Sun- date the Student Information System, 
gard/SCT Banner as the single vendor there will still be need for some extra 
finalist to propose a new information work on the system, including in the 
system for the campus. areas of housing for students and ju-
Sungard/SCT was chosen from dicial concerns, Torello said. 
among four vendors who were But if Sungard/SCT is not chosen 
considered to update SIS,. which is to update the system, the college is 
currently · used to keep track of left with two options: go back to the 
grades, transcripts, and financial and pool of possible companies, most of 
registration information for students. which, Torello said, will most like-
The SIS steering committee first ly not meet the college's standards, 
narrowed the four vendors down to or have the college update the sys-
two finalists - · Datatel and Sun- · tern on its own. 
gard/SCT. The latter· option would probably 
Tom Torello, executive director of be more expensive in the long run, he 
marketing communications_ and said. 
member of the SIS steering com- The company will be on campus 
mittee, said Datatel was then elimi- today to give presentations about its 
nated as a finalist because after some proposed system to students and fac-
further research, it was discovered ulty. The presentations will mainly 
that the company had 110 system that focus on. self-service features, 
was comparable to the one proposed .. Torello said, including e-mail and 
for Ithaca College in use amcmtits , class registration for students, as well 
clients. · · · as. faculty services. 
"We'd. be a user group or' on~/' he There will be separate vendor 
said. "Nobody else would be rumµng ' · presentations tailored specifically to 
the system the same way. we were." ' faculty and students. Presentations for 
· Torello said Sungard/SCT was faculty will take place today from 11 
chosen because of the experience the a.m. to noon and 1 to 2 p.m. in the 
company had in dealing with similar. Clark Lounge in the Campus Center, 
systems with other clients. . . . and from 4:30 to 5:45 p.m. in the Cam-
The proposed system, Sung,¥dl pus Center's North Meeting Room. 
SCT Banner, is advertised as prb- · Presentations for students will 
vi ding a convenient way for students take place from 12: 10 to 1 p.m. in the 
to perform a variety of functions, Clark Lounge and from 6 to 7: 15 p.m. 
such as registering for classes, .-~c- in the North Meeting Room. 
€~ll~ge administration. agrees: 
to see1··out''inp\lt f.rofu SGA ; 
BY STEPHANIE BERGERON 
Staff Writer 
Students will be asked to give feedback on 
potential administrative decisions before they 
are officially enacted. This will start next year 
as a result of an agreement reached last week 
between the executive board of the Student Gov-
ernment Ass·ociation and the administration. 
Earlier this semester, SGA sent a letter to the · 
administration requesting that SGA 
be asked for nonbinding recom-
mendations for any issue that directly 
affects students. 
After drafting the letter, the 
executive board met with adminis-
trators . At that meeting, Brian McA-
I 
that of Faculty Council for issues related to staff 
and faculty. 
SGA plans to get students more involved by 
sending out mass e-mails, putting bulletin boards 
in every residence hall and writing mqre 
newsletters, 'oashew said. . 1 
"We're working to increase our comrrfu-
nication with students and to make sure that 
students are always infor~ed of what I is 
going on in the Student Government Asso~i-
ation," he said. 
He also said that the proposal; is 
a large step for student involvemqnt 
in administrative affairs. 
"It's really exciting that now, :for 
the first time students a,re always go-
ing to have a say in the campus -de-
cision that affects them;" he said.) 
· However, Dashew also said that 
the administration will still have the1fi-
nal say in all matters. 
. ree, vice president for student affairs 
and campus life, ·and Peter 
Bardaglio, provost and vice president 
for academic affairs, agreed that 
every policy-making · committee 
should seek feedback from SGA be-
fore making decisions or recommen- · 
MCAREE; "If we feel ·strongly abdut . - . ' 
something, we can make a recom-
dations that would directly affect students. 
Student Body President Julie Zeldin said that 
it is important that the administration hears stu-
dent opinions. 
"We are able to offer a different perspective 
no matter what the issue is because we expe-
rience things differently," she said 
McAree said the proposal is simply making 
official a system that is already in place. 
"It's formalizing what I believe should be 
happening at the college all the time," he said. 
While t:4ere is currently no written agreement 
between the administration and SGA, Brian 
Dashew, vice president of communications for 
SGA, said the association takes the adminis-
tration on its word and will revisit the issue if 
problems arise. 
Dashew said the system will be similar to 
. mendation about it. This doesn't 
mean that they are necessarily going 1to 
change their mind," he said. · ' 
Dashew said that originally, the administta-
tion was hesitant of the idea. 
''They were ·accepting of.the spirit of the iclpa 
but not necessarily of the idea itself," he sajd. 
McAree said that the proposal was also v~ry 
specific in its purpose but that it did not cite 
. many specific examples of when student feed-
back was not sought in the past. 
But Zeldin said that after talking about it both 
· parties found that tliey wanted. the same thing. 
"They want to hear student feedback and we 
as SGA want to give it," she said. 
Dashew said the original letter was very 
strongly worded and after speaking directly with 
the administration, they were more willing to 
accept the proposal. 
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International programs 
aim for continued growth 
Studentjustices play cnicial role 
Continued from Page 1 
Continued from Page 1 college. For other students, like his housemates, he did-
"The one particularly exciting part for n 't think the board offered any more of a fair de- , 
us is the growth-in both exchange students cision than the one given by the initial hearing 
lishment of an Australian program and oth- . ... and we've had more visiting faculty fel- officer. 
er innovative experiences in the field. lows," she said. "You go in, and you know you're going to 
With the Walkabout Down Under in the The ACE report said that due to a low lose," he said. · 
Australian Outback program, Cullenen level of student involvement in study- DeJesus said that's because, in his opinion, 
said students have the chance to attend abroad programs, "colleges and univer- the selection process for student justices is un-
three affiliated colleges over the course of sitits should focus on the curriculum to fair. He said they don't represent the typical 
one semester - eacb'for a month. ensure that students gain international Ithaca College student. 
Exchange programs are another part of skills and knowledge." "It's supposed to be jmy in front of your peers, 
the international idea at the college: A few Saunders said she would like to add a but these aren't your peers, they are people who 
students are sent from Ithaca · minor in Middle Eastern wave at the [Public Safety] ofij.cer," he said. 
College to a university abroad, · communication, a foreign Mike Leary, assistant director of judicial 
and in return, international stu.. · language requirement for all affairs, said he hoped unfair judgment 
dents come to Ithaca~ · students and, in an ideal would be eliminated in general through the 
The college has also been · world, would require all stu- ·extensive student justice applicatjon 
devoted to making itself inter- dents to travel overseas. process, ·which also included an interview and 
nationally divet:se; especially Study abroad · programs, a mock trial, in addition to training sessions 
since a push in the early .1990s, like Velez-Guadalu~•s Do:- for chosen justices. 
said Tanya Saunders, dean of minican Republic experi- One. student, who asked to remain 
interdiscipliilacy and interna-· ence, are forging the way for anonymous, said the concept of the review 
tional studies. others in less-explored re- board and trained student justices, with its 
In the past .five years, the SAUNDERS gions of the world. He said his checks and balances, was fair and had 
number of Nonresident Aliens program is far from any sqrt worked to his advantage. 
has_ grown from 121 to 215 students. of tourism. Tourists never meet the real · After meeting with a hearing officer, he was 
Yani Matanov is a freshman . from people, but these students do. sanctioned with a semester-long suspension. 
Bulgaria. He applied to Ithaca College "What I try to really get them to un- But when he took his case.to the conduct re-
after hearing about the school from a · derstand is that this is not a tourist ex- view board, he received a lesser punishment: 
friend who was attending at the time. perience, that tourism is one of the prob- deferred suspension, 150 hours of communi-
Since he arrived here, he said he has · terns in Latin America and that tourism ty service and educational outreach. 
made many friends, and _the only causes more problems in terms of it be- He said his dealings with the judicial process 
downside is the winter chill. ing a cultural · invasion," Velez- were almost entirely negative, with the ex-
"lt's been just the language barrier at Guadalupe said. ception of his appearance before the conduct 
first, but now my best friend's American," "If you're just going to go to your class review board. 
he said. "I enjoy living here. The envi- and go to your i:oom, then you're·wast- - But other students, like DeJesus' former 
ron~ent's great. ... I like the professors; ing a wonderful_ opportunity," ~aunders houseinate Miller, found even the review board 
they're so open to ne~ i~eas al)~ riew saict. "~ Ithac~. students hay~ ·1M· op-- questionable. · 
points of view." · · ~- · ·.., · · · - portunity to·\votk with so many diffelent · ,Instead of accepting the immediate reinovai 
-Diana Dimitrov~ associate din,ctor for people doing so many different things. I from on.:Canipus housing, Mill&'chose to· stand 
international student services, said she has say, do as much of it as you can because · before-the conduct review board. He ended up 
seen a continual increase in the number this is the best time ~f your life for ex:- with the same sanction he had been given orig-
of international students coming .to -the .ploring, discove,ring_, and learning."· . • ~- inally, but with community service hours and 
f-r1~-::::ef~:---_;,.~•.,~'·~-:·-o_ ...... ~~.;;;_~.;;..,;.;,1~-~~--~-~"'~-~ .- ;,;::;.~--,,{~,-t~~'.;jT~~~~~-=~::•:-~"':7>;_ 
.· . ' . ~-- -- -.  ·_, ·:; . . ,: _ ·'. 
a paper tacked on. 
Since this process so heavily relies on stu-
dent justices - three out of the five conduct 
review board members are students and two 
of the three appeal board members are students 
- the Office of Judicial Affairs puts several 
checks and balances in place to ensure that stu-
dents have a voice but not too much power. 
Most important, they are not permitted to 
know the people who appear before the board 
and vice versa. Senior Julie Zeldin, president 
of the Student Government Association and a 
student justice, said the system is a fair one, 
although she admits it can, at times, be diffi-
cult to assign sanctions for fellow students. 
"I think the hardest part ... is trying to bal.: 
ance the sympathy you feel for someone who 
has gotten themselves into trouble and is in a . 
difficult situation with the need to uphold the 
integrity of Ithaca College through its rules and 
regulations," she said. 
One student justice, who has served on two 
boards in the last two semesters and asked to 
remain anonymous, has felt similarly in some 
of his cases. 
In his first hearing, he sat on a board with 
four others, all of whom ·wanted to suspend a 
student. The justice argued that this student had 
made improvements and changes in his life that 
showed he regretted his mistakes and was will-
ing to change. · 
Because he was the only dissenter, the stu-
dent was suspended. 
'Toe first day I ended up suspending the per-
son, I had a really bad day - I couldn't talk 
about it, and that's hard," the justice said. "I 
guess as you go on sitting on boards, you get 
used to it." · 
But Zeldin said this type of sympathy for 
a person among student justi~s doesn't always 
· favor other.students. · ,, i . 
":In many cases, I have felt the need.to ad-
vocate for a particular student, but in other cas-
es, a student did something that warranted a-
stricter punishment, and I felt a responsibili-
ty to uphold that," she said. 
The Campus· ~~~u~1ty 1~ 1~vit~~ to 
attend the Office of'Mult1cultuFal 
Affairs Gra<J~ate Reception to honor Take a FREE 
· Ol\'IA seniors on: 
Saturday, M~y 15, 2004 
Emerson Suit~s, Phillips.Hall 
1 p,m.!" 2. p.m. 
Awards will be distributed at 1:30 p.m. 
RSVP by May 7, by calling the Office of 
Multicultural Affairs at 274-1692 or e-mailing 
Kate Brown at kbrown@ithaca.edu 
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ON SALE NOW. $33 
Tickets available at the 
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GRE or GMAT-Practice --~~am on the 
· Computer!.!~ _ :: -
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409 College Avenue, 3rd floor 
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career lutureP 
There Is stlll time to land a great 
Internship for this summerl 
A Sales & Marketing Internship with 
University Directories can help you 
get the job of your dreams by 
teaching you all the skills you 
need to stand out from the crowd. 
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Trustee candidates selected SHARING THE PAST 
BY SHANE DUNN 
Staff Writer 
Three students are about to find out 
which one of them will join the col-
lege's highest governing body. 
When junior Syrena Shirley's two-
year tenure as the student represen-
tative on the board of trustees officially 
ends in May, the new student trustee 
will be announced and will walk in 
the Commencement procession. 
during a Community Plunge expe-
rience at Ithaca's EcoVillage was 
more rewarding than it was ex-
hausting. 
"It was not like any 
other experience I've 
ever had," he said. "I 
thought I would be to-
tally exhausted from all 
the manual labor, but 
knowing how much · I 
was helping out those 
people made it worth-
·while." 
student trustee position are the Itha-
ca College student body, as the smdent 
trustee position is one of service and 
not personal gain." 
Gaskins said he be-
lieves that one of the most 
important characteristics 
of any student trustee is an 
ability to communicate to 
both students and board 
members effectively. 
Sophomore Raphael 
A search committee chaired by 
Shirley has nominated freshman 
Zachary Ford, freshman Joseph A music education GASKINS 
Golberstein said he recog-
nizes that this is an exciting 
time to be an student at Itha-· 
ca College. Gaskins and sophomore 
Raphael Golberstein for 
the position. • 
major, Ford 
~-~~-~- • represents the School of 
Earlier this semester, 
Shirley asked the 
schools for nominations 
and recruited 
students to apply. 
· Music in Student Govern-
ment Association. As stu-
dent trustee, he wants to 
enhance the college expe-
rience for all -students, not 
just those students he rep-
resents on ·sGA, he said. Following the nomina-
tions; Shirley and her 
five-student committee 
reviewed the applica-
tions · of interested 
students, narrowing the _ 
FORD 
Ford is being inducted 
into the National Resi-
dence Hall Honorary 
(NRHH), a national orga-
· choices to a pool of students who had 
the most potential of being ~e next 
student trustee. . 
nization rec- . 
ognizing residence hall 
student leaders, for his 
dedication to building a 
community in Booth-
royd Hall. 
Gaskins, a business 
administration major, 
said he believes that be-
ing the student trustee is 
the ultimate service to 
"There are big plans in the 
works, and to be a part of that is an 
experience hard to pass up," he said. 
"I feel strongly about the college and 
want to put those feelings to use and 
work with the board to help give a 
student perspective on campus life 
and possible plans for the college." 
Golberstein, a cinema · and 
photography major with a double 
minor in culture and communication 
and Jewish studies, has held many 
leadership positions ~ 
on-campus organizations 
including the Hillel Board, 
Interfaith Council and the 
Friends of Israel Board. He 
is also a resident assistant iii 
the First Year Program. 
Shirley said that during that 
round of interviews, the students 
were to prepare a paper on a topic 
of their choice and present it to the 
committee. Of those, the committee 
settled on the three finalists who were 
the best at presenting their papers and 
themselves, Shirley said. the students of Ithaca GOLBERSTEIN 
The three nominees 
will meet with the 
Trusteeship Committee of 
the board of trustees on 
May 14. The new student 
trustee will hold the posi-
LAURA BAUMAN/THE ITHACAN 
HOLOCAUST SURVIVOR Jake Geldwert spoke In 
Boothroyd Hall's TV lounge Sunday evening about his ex.,. , 
rlence In five different concentration camps. His speech 
was part of Yom HaShoah, Holocaust Memorial Oay. 
Ford said his love ofhelping oth-
ers led him to apply for the trustee 
position. That is why pulling out cat-
tails by their roots in a murky pond 
College. 
"I hope to gain nothing from the 
position," he said. '"The only persons 
who should gain anything from the 
... ~ 
607-272-5004 
614 S. Meadow St. 
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Examining Attica 
Forum features survivors of uprising 
BY DAN PRINCE 
Staff Writer 
Tonight, survivors of the 1971 Attica 
prison uprising,_ one of the most infamous 
chapters in New York state's history, will 
gath~r to share their experiences of the 
revolt and the subsequent legal_ battles in 
which they still seek justice. 
1lle prisoners' revolt, the response of tlien-
governor Nelson Rockefeller and the legal ac-
tivity over the 33 years since the incident, all 
piqued the interest of politics majors senior 
Matt Davies and junior Michael Wier. 
The duo said studying Attica began as a 
project for their Law's Violence class, which 
is taught by Beth Harris, assistant professor 
of politics. Now it has become a means to 
experience oral history. 
They invited survivors on both sides of 
the conflict to share their stories in a two-
part forum and discussion, reuniting indi-
viduals directly involved with the event. 
On Sept. 9, 1971, about 1,200 prison in-
mates in the Attica Correctional Facility re-
yqlted, took control of an open yard and cap-
tured 38 guards as hostages to protest the 
dismal living · conditions of the 
maximum-security correctional facility 
near Buffalo. 
Negotiations between· the prisoners and 
state authorities failed; and after four days, 
Gov. Rockefeller ordered · the National 
Guard and state troopers to retake control of 
the facility. They succeeded. Some accounts· 
say they fired 1,600 bullets. In the struggle, 
29 inmates and 11 guards lost their lives. 
The first part of the forum, held last Thurs-
day, featured former inmates who witnessed 
and were part of the rebellion, along with at-
torneys who have represented their interests. 
Arthur "Bobby" Harrison, an Attica 
survivor and now a community activist, was 
one of the panelists who spoke to about 40 
students and community members last 
week. 
More than three decades later, the 
wounds are still fresh. Harrison had a very 
emotional reaction when Davies and Wier 
screened part of a video documentary of the 
massacre. Even Joe Heath, one of the at-
torneys representing the inmates, was almost 
in tears, Davies said. 
.Harris said witnesses saw the greater so-
cial context of the time when the uprising 
occurred. 
"All of them really saw this in the con-
text of what was going on in Vietnam," Har-
ris said. "It was a war here in America too," 
and the prisoners were on the front lines. 
Two years ago, a class-action lawsuit 
brought by the inmates yielded a $12 mil-
lion settlement with New York state, to be 
shared by the survivors. 
Family me_mbers of the slain guards and 
guards injured in.the attack formed the For-
gotten Victims of Attica and filed suit against 
the· state for compensation, as Well. Davies 
said they want more than remuneration, how-
ever. They also want an apology from the 
state; open records regarding the details of 
relatives' deaths and the right to hold a 
solemn memorial on the prison grounds 
every Sept. 13. 
Former prison guards, as well as fam-
ily members of slain hostages, will recount 
their stories tonight. Davies said he looks 
forward to hearing their stories and is 
surprised by the level of interest in 
participating. 
' 'There's more [people] around than I 
thought," he said. 
The discussion will be held tonight at 
7:30 in Textor 103. 
MEGHAN MAZELLNTHE ITHACAN 
FORMER ATTICA INMATE Robin Palmer pauses whlle describing his experiences dur-
ing the 1971 uprising at the correctional facility. Senior Matt Davies looks on at a forum 
about the event Thursday. Davies organized the event with Junior Mlchael Wier. 
You can enjoy 
The Boat Yard Grill 
During Graduation Weekend! 
No Reservations or Deposit Needed for Ithaca's Most Popular Restaurant! 
Simply use our Phone Ahead Seating System: 
.Open 7 days a week for dinner 
Brunch served Sun~ay starting at 11 a.m. 
Lunch served weekends starting April 23 ! 
256-BOA T (2628) • 525 Taughannock Blvd. • On Ithaca's Waterfront• www.boatyardgrill.com 
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Students explain·thejoy·of (no) sex 
Volunteers promote abstinence 
through use of skits and props 
BY SARAH HOFIUS 
With a pair of shoes, cake bat-
ter made of unmeasured ingredients, 
paper cups and masking tape, a 
group of Ithaca College students re-
layed the message of abstinence 
Sunday evening. 
As volunteers with the Ithaca 
Pregnancy Center's Waiting the 
Smart Choice program, the students 
presented a one-hour-anq-15-
minute presentation. to the -middle 
school youth group at St. Cather-
ine of Siena Church in Ithaca. 
To begin the program, the vol-
unteers passed out small paper cups 
and poured water into each of them. 
and a variety of skits. 
When, in another skit, sopho-
more Sarah Gibson gave Eric 
Swanger '03 a clean pair of 
shoes cin their wedding night , 
Swanger gave her a pair of dirty, 
smelly sneakers. This signified the 
importance of staying a virgin un-
til marriage and giving one 's 
spouse the most precious, clean 
gift of all. 
These kinds of presentations 
work because middle and high 
school students like participating, 
Reneau said. 
In addition, the younger students 
can relate better to college students 
because they're not parent figures, 
she said. 
"When they hear it from college 
students, it really malces an im-
pression," she added. 
Michaela Schickel, 13, liked the 
group's skits. 
The presenters then instructed 
the students to talce a sip from the 
cup and then to trade water with the 
person sitting next to them. The stu-
dents were then told to talce a sip, 
spit in the cup, then trade again 'Yith 
someone else. 
After the students said they did-
n't want to talce another sip, the pro-
gram leaders compared the original 
purity of the water to the water the 
students were then holding. Absti-
nence Program Director Grayla . 
Reneau told the middle schoolers 
that the dirty water was comparable 
to what happened when people had 
sex before marriage. 
It's better to hear about abstinence 
from younger people, she said. 
About five to 10 Ithaca students 
volunteer with the program on a 
regular ha.sis. 
ERIC STEWARTITHE ITHACAN 
ERIC SWANGER '03, left, and Grayla Reneau, abstinence program director, look on as sophomore Sarah 
Gibson explains abstinence to middle schoolers at St. Catherine of Siena Church in Ithaca Sunday. 
Concepts such of those were 
. communicated to the youth group 
through audience p3:fticipation 
Gibson, who volunteers for the 
program at least once every two 
weeks, said she enjoys most of the 
skits she participates in. 
She said abstinence education is 
something she never had. · 
"I just want to malce sure kids 
know they have an option," she 
said. 
Swanger who now works -as a 
Sunday, May 16, 2004 
coordinator with the program, has 
volunteered with the program for 
the last year and a half. Like Gib-
. son, he said he started because he 
wanted to malce a difference. 
Swanger said he knew many of 
his friends were having sex early, 
and he thought sex is more special 
than that. ' 
"Sex means nothing to tl)em," he 
• The Ceremony begins at l OA.M. in Butterfield Stadium. 
'. ~ 
• The Procession:"forms t 9 A.M. on the sidewalk through 
•. "."~ f, .~ ' 
the campus quad from ·. ob Han to the Campus Center 
• Signs will identify each Schoo1/Division 
• Form a double line facing Dillingham Center 
• Walk in front ofor behind the person you wish to sit next 
to for the ceremony. 
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said. "It deserves better treatment, 
and kids deserve better treatment." 
Mistalces he has seen friends 
malce along with his upbringing and 
religious values have prompted 
Swanger to spread the message of 
abstinence before marriage. 
Swanger spreads that message to 
middle and high school students at 
area schools. 
Since February, the program 
has been presented to 14 schools. 
Tanya Bollenbach, ~oordinator 
of middle school youth ministry at 
St. Catherine, thought the college 
students presented a great message 
to the sixth, seventh and eighth 
graders. 
"I hope it makes a difference," 
she said. · 
Apri I 22 - Apri I 26 
Textor 102 
Thurs - 8pm 
Fri - 7pm & 11pm 
Sat - 7pm & 11pm 
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'Nanook' reinvented. 
in multimedia project 
NEWS 
BY KIMBERLYN DAVID ty's silent classic. Renowned electrical and 
Staff Writer acoustic violinist Ritsu Katsumata performs 
live over digital compositions. . 
The Arctic is a cold and nearly inacces- Katsumata said she thinks of her music as 
sible place. A new multimedia project soundscapes. . 
guides viewers across that frozen land- • "I kind of h~ music through what I see," 
scape. During the tour, they can contemplate she said. 
how modem life - namely, global warm- "Requiem" is a collaboration of various 
ing .:._ may impact such a landscape. talents across campus as well a& outside Itha-
" Arctic. Requiem" is a multimedia project ca College. Lecturer Grace An and Assistant 
written, produced and directed by Patricia Professor Anna Siomopoulos, both of the De-
Zinupermann, professor of cinema and pho- partment of Cinema and Photography, share 
tography and coordinator of the co-producing and co-writing 
culture and communications pro- credits. Louise Mygait, lecttqer of 
gram. Toe project examines recent music theory, history and compo-
environmental and social issues sition: provides vocals. 
in a new context: the past. "We are combining analog and 
"Requiem" is a collage of im- digital to create a conceptual di-
ages, sounds and text commemo- alectic and dialogue between the 
rating the 50th anniversary of the past, present and future," Zim-
Robert Flaherty Film Seminars, mermann said. "The project is 
which are dedicated to keeping the about thinking in new ways 
independent filming spirit of leg- about history and theory." 
endary documentary maker Phil WIide, video producer for 
Robert Flaherty alive. His artistic ZIMMERMANN the project, said the importance of 
collaborator and wife, Frances, Flaherty's work. to today's filJn-
founded the seminar following his death in -makers lies in lessons about artistic freedom. 
1951 as a. means to inspire and celebrate in- "Everybody and their brother wants to be 
dependent and exploratory filming. an independent filmmaker now. He was," 
Zimmermann, who first becam~ in.'.' Wilde said, noting that Flaherty's projects 
volved with the prestigious Flaherty Semi- were not initially funded by film studios·. 
n~ as a graduate student and who curated A grant from the Experimental Television 
this year's seminar, describes the project as Center, under the New York State Council on 
a "reinvention" of Flaherty' s 1922 "Nanook the Arts, provided funding for the video por-
of the North," a silent film she has researched tions of the project. Ithaca College and New 
for more than 20 years. . York City-based International Film Se!Jlinars 
Flaherty invented documentary film with · partnered in support of "Requiem." 
the making of "N~ook/' In. 19~l!.h~ trav- In June, the project travels to Vassar Col-
e]~ ~ the ~c ~ c~pturecf o~. ~ ~ lege and New York City's M~,mpf ~~ 
daily hfe of an Inuit family. em Art. 1he musewn. ~mterested m the 
Toe reinvention of "Nanook" combines project after hearing a demo CO-of the niu-
traditional and digital methods of live per- sic and speaking with Zimmermann. 
formances and film. In essence, "Requiem" "Arctic Requiem" premieres at Ithaca Col-
provides a visual and aural ~re to Flaher- lege Mo · P · · ~~ 
Stressed? 
,_. 
Here are some stress btiste·rs: 
. ~ . _ Eat healthy foods! 
Exercise frequ~ntly ! 
Step back and relax! 
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fEnvironinenta{ }fccess Initiative 
OpenHUUSe 
North Meeting Room, Campus Center 
3:00-5:00 PM 
April 28, 2004 
Come learn about exciting new projects for 
improving campus access for people wit~ di_sabilities 
The. Environmental Access Initiative is. a consortium of Ithaca College staff 
members representing various departments who have engaged in an experiential 
learning seminar about disability issues throughout the spring semester. In 
interactive group sessions, participants increased their understanding of human 
abilities/limitations, Universal Design principles, ADA · guidelines, and 
environmental design/modification issues. Each participant then applied this 
knowledge by designing a service-oriented accessibi.lity project that is directly 
beneficial to the Ithaca College community. Please attend the EAi Open Hou$e 
to hear presentations about the ,great work being done by EAi participants to 
improve access for people with disabilities. 
For more .information, please contact the Office of Affirmative Action & EEO at 214-3flQ9, 
274-1767 (TDD), or bleblanc@ithaca.edu. Individuals , witb disabilities requiring 
accommodation should contact the Office of Affirmative Action much In advance of the 
event as possible. 
The Bookstore 
BRING YOUR BOOKS TO:-
llh1C8 College ,,01s1011 
MondalJ - •Fridal/ [tTiaJr; ~ ~-wJOO)j U 
9:00 am - .4:00 pm 
Sllldttnt ID Required , 
WE BUY T_HE ~:,AGES .RA~GE OF BOOKS. . ~ 
HARO vR SO : SvUND . II'-' 




Conduct code violation 
LOCATION: Terrace 6 
SUMMARY: Four students judicially referred 
for underage possession of alcohol. 
Security Officer Michael Hall. 
Conduct code violation 
LOCATION: Terrace 7 
· SUMMARY: Two students judicially referred 
· for noise. Security Officer Michael Hal!. 
Conduct code violation 
. LOCATION: Hilliard Hall 
SUMMARY: Three students judicially referred 
for alcohol and unauthorized possession of 
college property. Patrol Officer Richard 
Curtiss. 
Falsely reporting an incident 
Location: Emerson Hall 
Summary: Fire alarm caused by.unknown 
persons maliciously activating a pull box. 
KEY 
ABC - AlcohQI beverage control law -. 
CMC - Cayuga Medical Center · · · 
DWI - Driving whiJe intoxicated · 
IFD - Ithaca Fire Department 
IPD - Ithaca Police Department 
MVA - Motor vehicle accident 
.. RA - Resident assistant 
TCSD - Tompkins County Sheriff's 
Department 
V& T - Vehicle and traffic violation 
., ~ 
Case under investigation. Patrol Officer 
Richard Curtiss. 
Falsely reporting an incident 
LOCATION: Garden Apartment 27 
SUMMARY: Fire alarm caused by unknown 
persons maliciously activating a pull box. 
Case under investigation. Patrol Officer 
Richard Curtiss. 
Medical assist 
LOCATION: Hill Center 
. SUMMARY: Caller reported student sus-
tained an ankle injury while playing basket-
ball. Student transported to the Health 
· Center. Patrol Officer Will~am Kerry. · 
Motor vehicle accident 
· LOCATION: Main campus roap 
· SUMMARY: Caller reported a two-car, prop:-
erty damage MVA. Officer issued one of the 
operators a uniform traffic ticket for Ithaca 
Town Court for failure to yield right of way. 
Patrol Officer Terry O'Pray. 
Misapplication of property 
LOCATION: Park Hall 
SU~MARY: Caller reported student failed to 
retur,i rented coHege property. Property 
located and student judicially referred. 
Patrol Officer Donald Lyke. . 
Accidental property damage 
LOCATION: James J. Whalen Center for 
Music 
SUMMARY: Caller reported a one-car, prop-
erty damage MVA. Patrol Offic:er Dirk 
Summer Vacancy Forms will be avail-able in the 
Office of Residential Life starting April 26, -· 
2004. These forms should be filled out by 
ev·eryone- even if you do not think a vacancy 
will occur in your room over the break . 
. Vacancy Forms are due to the Office of 
Residential Life by June 17, 2004 a_t 5 p.m. 
Larceny 
LOCATION: Landon Hall 
SUMMARY: Caller reported unknown persons 
stole flowers. Case under investigation. 
Patrol Officer Dirk Hightchew. 
April 10 
Conduct code violation 
LOCATION: Garden Apartment ·27 
SUMMARY: Two students judicially referred 
for noise. Security-Officer Michael Hall. 
Conduct code violation 
LOCATION: College Circle Apartment 21 
SUMMARY: Caller reported intoxicated per--
son. Ambulance transport~!=! the stud~nt to 
. CMC. Student judicially referred for irre-
sponsible U$~ of alcohol. Patrol Officer 
Charles Ross. · 
Conduct code violation 
LOCATION: Lyon Hall 
SUMMARY: Officer reported intoxicated per-
son. Student was transported to Health 
Center and judicially referred for irresponsi-
ble use of alcohol. Security Officer Maria 
Parente. · 
Crlmlnal mischief 
LOCATION: East Tower 
SUMMARY: Caller reported unknown per-
sons damaged the elevator. Investigation 
pending. Patrol Officer ~illiam Kerry. 
April 11 
~uct coda vlolatlon 
-~= 
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noise. One student was transported to the 
Health Center and referred for irrespon~ible 
use of alcohol. Security Officer_Amy Chilson. 
Conduct code violation 
LOCATION: Landon Hall . 
S_UMMARY: Eight students judicially refer(ed 
for noise and underage possession of 'alco-
hol. One student judicially referred for' pos-
session of college property. Security Qfficer 
Amy Chilson. · 
Conduct code violation 
LOCATION: Terrace 12 
SUMMARY: One student judicially referred 
for noise. Security Officer Michael Hal,I. 
Fire alarm 
LOCATION: Terrace 11 
· SUMMARY: Fire alarm caused by burned 
popcorn. System reset. Security Offiq~r 
Michael Hall. 
V~ T vl(!lationll~ving the scene 
LOCATION: M-lot 
· SUMMARY: Caller reported that one vehicle 
hit another parked vehicle. Pending investi-
gation. Patrol Officer Donald Lyke. 
Apri1 __ 12 
Aggravated harassment , 
LOCATION: College Circle Apartment 18 . 
SUMMARY: Caller reported unknown persons 
made annoying telephone call. Pending 
investigation. Patrol Officer Erik Merlin. 
·••·~--Motlaer,, Day Bnmch 
11 :OOam • 2:00pm 
at the Tower Club Resfaurant 
11■■-Clll--lllll 
Saturday, May 15th 
5:00pm -"9:00pm 
at the Tow.er Club Restaurant 
Sunday, May 16th 
2:00pm - 8:00pm 
at the Tower Club Restaurant 
I · www.ithaca.edu/dining I 
Craving Something? 
• Tr,y A Fresh'f,T Smoothie~ 
Grand Central Cafe I an.:1.=a-- I y OrA· ' 
-~_orlceOIDn-Cme 

















Quote of the week 
"It doesn't answer anything. All it says is be 
careful, and there's hope." 
Simon T~rr, Page 16 
Editorials 
A long-lasting read 
First-year book program must blossom 
The college has made a fine choice for the second year of the freshman reading program. Visiting Distinguished Scholar Sandra Steingraber's 
book ''Living Downstream" should broaden students' 
perspective and provide good fodder for discussions. 
Yet no matter how good the book, unless more of 
an effort is made to use it and the is&ues it raises in new 
and different ways, the program will not move forward. 
It is vital that next year's freshmen not finish their 
year feeling that they read a book, discussed it once and 
the~ dropped the issue, a feeling expressed by some 
freshmen this year. The college must learn from the suc-
cesses and failures of the program this year. 
The idea of getting more than a thousand fresh-
men, faculty and staff members reading and dis-
cussing the same·book is good. It is ari opportuni-
ty for a shared intellectual experience that sets a tone 
for students' experience at the college. 
Now it is time to take advantage of that opportu-
nity. ''Living Downstream" should be ~tter integrated 
into the curriculum than "The Color -of Water" was. 
Students in first-year seminars and freshman-only 
courses should be encouraged to relate the book to 
what they are studying. 
Steingraber, who is employed hy the college, should 
be brought into classes where appropriate to offer con-
nections between her studies and the coursework. 
One solution to these problems would have been 
to involve students -in choosing the book and plan-
ning activities for next year's freshman class. Fresh_, 
men this year have the clearest ideas of what went 
right and wrong, and the college made a serious blun-
der by failing to include them in the planning process. 
The college must evaluate the success or failure of_ 
the~ to acroopm as stated.,.. Afta- so-
liciting evaluations from participants next year and 
gathering a wide variety of opinions, decisions can be 
made about how to ~ntinue the program. 
Incentives not needed 
Reward student,s by valuing their opinions 
Based on the number of surveys advertising prizes 
in exchange for responses, ~t appears the adminis-
tration is under the impression that students need mon-
etary motivation to speak their mind. 
1be allure of money affects the validity of the re-
sults of a survey and trivializes those students who be,.. 
lieve the college takes their·opinion seriously. 1be best 
way to raise respondent rates is to treat student views 
with the weight they should have. 
A better reward than gift certificates and DVD play-
ers is having an administration that actively seeks out 
the campus climate and consistently takes the re-
sponses seriously. Continually asking for feedback 
.through statistically valid means to gauge what ~tu~ 
dents think apout their college - and realizing the 
importance of those views - is the best way to learn 
the true climate of a campus. 
The Ithacan 
~ ........ 
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Understand Iraq war 
Understanding the conditions of our 
world is a very difficult task. Currently, 
war is a prevalent issue in our global 
community. The sociology honors class · 
with Margo ~amlaI-t fankoe has at-





at" each level of field in TV-R this se-
mester. The majority of my friends 
couldn't get into any of them, at any 
level, because they filled within the first 
days of registration, and those of us at 
the end of the line were out of luck. The 
o~y course I co~d register for, as a ju- .. 
present historical mo~t, what has led a class usually taken second semester 
up to this moment and how it has affected senior year. I didn't even think it was 
the world climate. wssible for me to have the prerequi-
Our knowledge and power derive sites for this course, but somehow I did. 
from our words, thoughts, · con versa- I plan oil doing Los Angeles and Lon-
tions, collaborati.ons and our everlast- don, and if I want to be able to do that, 
ing attempts to uncover what reality I have to keep to a strict schedule of pro-
truly is and the effects thereof. duction courses. I cannot ·afford to go a 
We as sociologists have come to- semester without one. Park got rid of all 
gether to try to build awareness, de- speeial requests this semester, which did-
velop a resource for others in order to n't help anyone except the staff members 
help to make sense of the current sit- who don't have to read through them now. 
uation in Iraq. We have decided to dis- - Parle needs to come up with a differ-
play a perspective of what we believe ent way to . register for production 
is the real cost of war and depict a sense courses, so that students don't get 
of i,Jtemational obligation and re- · screwed out of what they need to grad-
sponsibility for all of those who are af- -uate every.semester. The school's staff 
fected fatally by the cost of war. As the should be listening to the students. I l~ve 
world becomes more connected, it is Park, I love the faculty and all the cours-
important to take responsibility, ac- es I've taken, but it's been annoying tq 
knowledge and contemplate what is register . 
happening and how we can develop re-
sources that meet the needs of people 
in that situation. 
There are approximately 14,000 
RACHEL WEBSTER '06 
ing some resemdl, I found that bears have 
killed in the~ I just really think they're 
sending the wrong message by support-· 
ing bears. 
CRAIG ZELLEY '04 
I take issue with some of the opin-
ions expressed in the article "Network 
Disconnected:'' in the Opinion section 
of the April 15 issue of The Ithacan. 
·For The Ithacan to imply that Infor-
mation Technology Services and college 
administrators are blind to student con-
cerns and did not listen to student input 
during the selection of Apogee Telecom 
to assume operation of ResNet next fall 
· simply ignores the facts. Fact: ITS held 
two ResNet town meetings during the 
year to apprise students of the nature of 
ResNet problems and to solicit their opin-
ions and concerns. 
Fact: I personally received dozens 
of e-mails from students expressing 
~-------------------~ • casyalties from the Iraq war. Whether 
Changing the mascot 
. their frustration with aesNet petfor-
mance and urging action to improve the 
reliability of ResNet. Fact: In the Feb. 
5 issue, in an editorial titled "Stabilize 
ResNet now," The Ithacan expressed 
the opinion that "It is time to take a se-
rious look at the costs and benefits of 
~ng an outside contractor with ex-
pertise and know-how to stabilize 
ResNet." Fact: I addressed SGA in late 
February and apprised them of our in-
vestigation into the possibility of out- . 
sourcing ResNet management, an-
swered their questions and listened to 
their concerns. Fact: On April 2, I re-
ceived a petition signed by 1,175 stu-
dents · strongly requesting that ITS 
continue its investigation into out-
~thacan 
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we condone war or not, it is important 
to try to understand it before making in-
flexible notions about the topic. We 
want to develop a space for dialogue, 
where people can come together col-
laboratively or opposing so we can rec-
ognize this conflict within our com-
munity. We challenge the Ithaca Col-
lege community to acknowledge the full 
cost of war. 
ADAM WESTBROOK '04 
Park School problems 
Normally I would be writing to com-
plain about the big-screen TV in the Roy 
H. Park School of Communications 
and how the money could have been used 
to buy better equipment for the studios, 
which is needed. If we have such a large 
budget, then why do we have such out-
dated chyrons and teleprompters? 
But this week I'm writing because 
of the horrendous experience of regis-
tration. Why does Park make it so dif-
ficult to register for production cours-
es? There are only two sections offered 
Frances Barraclou_gh's letter last 
week called for Ithaca College to 
choose a "less lethal name" for its ath-
letic teams because, ''now ... bombs are 
bursting here, there. and everywhere." 
I agree. It is indeed a "propitious 
time" to change our mascot. .· 
Historically, bombs have not been 
used to attack. I've been wondering 
why no one thought . about using 
bombs before. Bombs could have been 
useful in World War I, II and proba-
bly even Vietnam, never mind in the 
battles of the 1990s. But only around 
2002 did bombs begin to be used to 
fight other people, information that I 
gathered from Barraclough's letter. Un-
like any other time in history, bombs 
have become associated with death. 
Thus, I have_ two recommendations. 
First, I say that Ithaca College should 
change its mascot to the "Political-
Correctness Activists" who guard our 
world from even the smallest hint of dan-
ger brought about by those pitiable suf-
ferers of incorrect thought. Second, I 
think we should expand our campaign to 
the mascot of Cornell, the Bear. After do-
sourcing ResNet. . 
Toe very same students who created 
the petition and collected the signatures 
commended me by e-mail {or 
ITS's choice of Apogee Telecom for 
ResNet outsourcing following the 
ResNet town meeting with Chuck 
Brady, CEO of Apogee, April 15. I find 
it interesting that there was no Ithacan 
reporter present at that ResNet town 
meeting. Perhaps the facts aren't as im-
portant to The Ithacan as its opinion. 
ED FULLER 
Director, 
Information Technology Services 
See LETTERS, Page 12 
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Evaluation process 
should be overhauled 
"Student itatements on teaching," as they 
are officially called in the Faculty Handbook, 
are an integral part of assessing teaching 
effectiveness at Ithaca College. An outcome 
of the drive in the 1960s to expand student 
involvement in institutional deci,sion-making, 
student evaluations provide the opportunity to 
weigh in on faculty teaching effectiveness. 
The adoption of stu-
dent evaluations accom-
panied the shift in U.S. 
higher education from a 
pedagogical model 
based primarily on the 
lecture to one that 
included_ greater student 
engagement through 
discussion and active 
MEGHAN MAZELLA/THE ITHACAN 
AFTER BEING INSTITUTED at the college more than 20 years ago, the process of evalu-
ating faculty must change to include •~continuity and breadth across a period of years." 
PETER 
BARDAGLIO 
learning. uniformity in student statements and their each year and to formally present an annual 
report of their assessment to the dean of the· 
school. This ongoing record provides 
continuity and a breadth of view across a 
period of years. 
Guest Writer 
During the 1970s, use at the college has led to questions about 
methods of gathering their effectiveness and focused attention on 
student input varied other ways to assess teaching effectiveness. 
dramatically from Recent scholarly literature on teaching 
institution to institution. Research in the emphasizes the use of multiple inputs 
1980s, however, led to the identification of beyond student evaluations for an informed 
best practices. Most important, formative and balanced perspective, including 
evaluation - used primarily to bring about interaction with a mentor who can provide 
short-term improvements ·became feedback on teaching materials, specific 
differentiated from summative evaluation, a classroom pedagogy, effective presentation 
more global and retrospective evaluation techniques and ways to foster student 
that provides information on trends in learning over time. In addition, the current 
teaching over a period of years. literature stresses the benefits of working 
Ithaca College instituted student with ·· a ,roup of peers and more senior 
evaluations in the 1970s, and they weigh . colleagues to foster a sense of community. 
heavily in merit. tenure and promotion . The School of Music has developed a 
reviews. Practices have been refined but are mode)· program for assessing teaching. 
still widely divergent. As a result, many junior Untenured faculty are assigned a mentoring 
faculty ~ave expressed concern about how the committee of three faculty, with one member 
information from these reviews is used in changing each year. The committee i.s 
assessing their teaching effectiveness. responsible for working with the fa~ulty 
Not surprisingly, some faculty in the member to help with his or her assimilation 
beginning stages of their career feel anxious into the school's culture, to review. their 
abou~ ~syig_ students to achie~ ~ir , ~ ~ ~ -vislt duses and other 
potential because they believe it may result : -professk,p~ . presentati9DS, , ;to ~
in n~gative stu~ent _statements. The lack of collectively the faculty me.mbeJ's progress 
We need to review our student statement 
instructions, how they are administered and 
how the information they provide is used. We 
also need to develop other ways to assess 
teaching to provide a balanced approach that 
provides a broader base upon which to make 
important decisions on faculty rewards, 
reappointment and advancement. Our current 
system for assessing teaching has been in 
place for more than 20 years, and we know 
that it is limited and does not provide the full 
benefit that it can to both faculty and students. 
A committee appointed by the F~culty 
Council earlier this year has begun to study 
this question. I hope that it will consider the 
full range of assessment options that are 
suggested in the literature to provide a more 
f?eneficial approach to evaluating teaching. 
fh~Way 
I See It 
Food waste ahd clothes 
are recycled on campus 
Have you ever stood behind 
the Roy H. Park School of 
Communications and inhaled 
on a warm day? Slightly 
reminiscent of baking 
bread, Play-Doh and 
feet, the smell is worthy 
of a wrinkled nose and a 
raised eyebrow. But 
despite the funkiness of 
the aroma, it serves as a 
daily reminder of our 
stellar composting pro-
gram. 
precise science of composting. 
After being carefully mixed with 
wood chips, the compost is 
mounded into large indoor piles 
for deconiposition. 
After five weeks, the 
piles are sifted to 
remove the wood chips, 
and the rich, crumbly 
creation is moved 
outside for curing. 
KRISTINA 
PLATH 
When your eyes are 
bigger than your 
stomach, and you take 
more of the scrumptious, 
golden buttermilk bis-
cuits than you can eat at 
the dining hall, they 
leave your tray and are 
trucked, along with 
kitchen scraps, to the 
compost facility. Rated 
as one of the best in 
the nation and loc-
ated off the access 
road, the never-idle, 
sometimes odoriferous 
and always-beneficial 
compost facility receives 
an average of 3,000 
pounds of food waste daily. 
In a way, making 
compost is much like 
making wine. It starts 
with fermentation, gets 
better with age and has a 
heady aroma. When 
GueSt Writer finished, the compost 
intoxicates plants with 
its bounteous nutrients. 
Aiid just . when 
you thought it couldn't 
get any better, you can 
now compost from 
the privacy of your own 




ELIZABETH posting to the Garden 
GARDINER and College Circle 
Guest Writer apartments. Willing 
Upon arrival at the facility, 
food waste is subjected to the 
composters collect food 
scraps in special compostable 
bags, which are then placed in the 
bright red bins to be carted away 
e 
-,mis" 
pbardaglio . . 
MEGHAN MAZELLA/THE ITHACAN 
MARK DARLING, supervisor ·of · the Recycling and Resource 
Management Program, stands next to the college's compost area~ 
to join the steaming piles. 
Our composting program 
means campus food waste does 
not . add to the already-
mountainous landfills. Members 
of the Ithaca College Environ-
mental Society will also app-
reciate the lack of food waste in 
the apartment garbage bins as we 
search through them this spring 
for reusable items for the Take It 
Or Leave It (TIOLI) program. 
Every year we collect an 
average of three tons of stuff 
from dumpsters and the TIOLI 
bins placed in dorms. We get 
everything from undies to sex 
dice to all the ramen noodles you 
can eat. We sack, stack and sort it. 
donating clothing, bedding, toys 
and unopened food to local 
charities. We sort and box the 
remaining college-friendly items 
to ·sell during our annual yard 
sale as a fund-raiser for the club. 
If you can't reuse an item, 
recycle it! Paper goes in the 
blue bin, containers in the 
green. Our top-of-the-line 
recycling program provides 
bins in every domi room, 
academic building and office, 
eagerly awaiting · your scrap 
paper and soda cans. From the 
bins, recyclables travel down 
the hill to the Tompkins County 
Recycling and · Solid Waste 
Center, where they mix with 
recyclables brought from town. 
Recycling, TIOLI and 
composting are just three of the 
reasons we see Ithaca College as 
green. Our programs are great 
and our students are com-
mitted, so join in the effort to 
make the campus even 
more environmentally friendly. 
Students started these programs 
years ago and will start many 
more in years to come. You can 
make. them happen. Be green! 
Kristina Plath is a junior 
environmental studies major 
and Elizabeth Gardiner is a 
junior history major. E-mail 
them at kplathl@ithaca.edu . 
and egardinl@ithaca.edu. 
Debates and commentaries wlll appear on this page weekly. To contribute, please call Opinion Editor Natalie Lyons at 274-3208. 
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Daily tasks fall victim 
to Internet invasion 
Perhaps there 's nothing more pathetic 
than a nostalgic 20-year-old, but lately 
I've been longing for the past. Longing 
for a time when people didn't conduct 
their entire lives on the Internet. Call me 
crazy, but it seems that technology is con-
suming us, and our lives are becoming 
increasingly entangled in the sticky mess 
of the World Wide Web. 
Now, you probably think I'm being a 
bit ridiculous. Why would we want to 
lick stamps and rely . on the postal 
service when we can send e-mails with 
the click of a mouse? Why would we 
trudge through the pages of the New 
York Times, smudging black newsprint 
all over our hands, when we can have 
articles custom-fit for our interests sent 
to us online? 
Maybe I am overreacting just a bit, but 
think about how much of our lives are 
now spent on the Internet. We _ buy 
sneakers, send flowers, pay our bills, file 
our tax.es, chat with friends, order pizza 
and even find dates online. And that's just 
the tip of the iceberg. 
With countless games, movies, chat 
rooms and other diversions available on 
the Internet, we can easily occupy all our 
time without stepping away from our 
desks. We can rate teachers, conduct 
research and even earn degrees wjthout 
se&ting foot on a college c~pus. Vfe ~an 
, 
from or how we 're going to pay for it 
once the credit card bill comes. 
What's stranger yet, though, is.the w.ay 
in which the Internet seems to be 
squeezing other people out of our lives. 
In-person hun;um interactions are h~dly 
· even11CCCssary anymore. And while there 
are certaim.y benefits associated with 
things like· ·online degree programs and 
Internet banking, l can't h.elp but wonder 
if we miss out on more than friendly 
. smiles by shifting our lives to the World 
Wide Web. 
Presumably, we are simplifying our 
daily tasks and making everything in 
our lives more convenient by cutting out 
human .. interactions. But. when ; did 
calling . to order pizza become an 
unbearable inconvenience? As soon as 
someone . designed a way to order 
online, I suppose. 
While some of the things we do online 
just seem mildly annoying . or 
unnecessary, others seem downright 
absurd. The Internet now serves as the 
ultimate vehicle for self-indulgence and 
promotion - and it's not just personal 
ads anymore. From instant messenger 
profiles to live journals to personal-Web 
sites, we now have the ideal outlets for 
narcissistic divulgence of all our 
thoughts, emotions and personal 
information. 
· Just look at the Web "biogs" that have 
flooded the Internet recently. There are 
biogs for every topic, from Wal-Mart to 
skateboarding. These electronic soap-
boxes allow users to post rants or add 
their two cents tQ already existing rants. 
Livejoumal.com, which has nearly 3 
million users, allows people to create 
personal biogs, which tliey can update 
regularly, so everyone connected to the 
World Wide Web can follow their 
innermost thoughts. 
Maybe I'm old-fashioned, even stuck 
in a past I can't remember, but I think 
there's more to this than pure nostalgia. It 
seems that the wonderful World Wide 
Web actually is · consuming our lives. 
Just a Thought appears in this space 
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Continued from Page 1 O 
Quad display vigil tt?night 
The display in the Campus Center Quad is 
representative of the people killed in the war 
on Iraq thus far. In recognizing the dead, it is 
important to remember that we are all human 
before being classified by nationality. We hope 
to provide insight and a global perspective, 
which is vital to understanding the nature of 
these conflicts, while confronting people 
with a representation of the reality of war. 
A humanistic approach to _global conflicts 
has the ability to undermin racism. It is time 
that we actualize our human potential and work 
to free humanism from its Eurocentric, West-
ern orientation."lnste~ of continually manu-
facturing the .£ deinoni.zed Arab identity 
through the imperialist's eyes, we must dis-
mantle the epistem_ologies . and 'ideological , . 
structure of ideas that manifests into the ere-
OPINION 
ation of "the other." Tonight at 7, there will 
be a vigil held under the pretense that we ~an 
unite through prinicples of humanity. 
RICHARD UNIS '04 
SEND A LETTER 
The Ithacan welcomes correspon-
dence from all readers. Please 
include your name, phone number, 
year of graduation and/or your 
organizational or college 
title/position. Letters must be 250 
words or less and signed and sub-
mitted in writing or through e-mail 
by Monday at 5 p.m.for publica-
tion. The.Itha<;an reserves the right 
to edit Zt:tters for length, clarity 
and taste. 
AUIEATTIC 
Self ~Storage Units 
Now Available 
61 Additional New Units 
Downtown Ithaca-. 24 Hour Access 
Variety of sizes from 5x5 to 10x20 
Low Rates! 
273-5729 
A Division of Paolangeli Contractor · 
"226" Cecil A. Malone Drive, . 
'. C ' ' Suite One : . . . 
· Ithaca; NY 14850 ··' ·· · 
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ALL STUDENTS WHO PLAN ON 
. . 
STUDYING ABROAD DURING THE 
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¢ DEADLINE ¢I 
IF YOU HA VE NOT YET SPOKEN WITH 
SOMEONE·IN THE OFFICE OF 
IN.TERNA TIONAL PROGRAMS ABOUT YOUR 
SUMMER OR FALL 2004 STUDY ABROAD PLANS, 
PLEASE CONT ACT US IMMEDIATELY~ 
Any student* who plans to study abroad this SUMMER or 
FALL must complete and submit Ithaca College study 
abroad paperwork. This paperwork must be completed in 
order to receive credit for your study abroad program. If 
you plan on studying abroad and have not yet notified the 
Office of International Programs, or have not yet · 
completed your paperwork, contact the Office of 
International Programs at 274-3306 IMMEDIATELYf 
-*This deadline: pertains only to students· studying on an affiliatc.d ~ --~-.affiliated program., 
· not tQ_ those studying at the]~ C-QJ!ege_l,o-!l(lon. Center, Walk:abqy.t Down Under 
• • -". " • • ' • 
0 
or on an IC'-ipons,on!(f eichange IJO&ram · , 
For nroh~ i"f!forrnation,· toi1tact the l?I_Jice ~{lnternatio1111l Pro,ir'a'tns: 
213 Muller Facul,y Center - 274-3306 
· Information_ Day-~004 
Want to find out more about Parnassus? Have qu~tions· that you would like answered by Parnassus experts? 
Want a chance to win some great door prizes? 
Join us TODAY at Parnassus Information Day! All faculty and staff are invited to attend. 
Date: TODAYI - ThursdC:1Y1 April 22nd 
Time: 1 :OOpm-4:00pm 
Location: Emerson SUitesl Campus Center 
We wilf have se~eral booths set-up to provide general information and answer your questions about the Parnasst:ts HR 
and financial applications. · 
, 
*AN ICE CREAM SOCIAL WILL FORM PART OF THE EVENT.*. 
We hope that you will Join usl 
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1.n everyone's ~ife, at 
some time. our inner-fire 
goes out. It is then burst 
into flame by an · 
encounter W-ith another 
human being. we should 
all b8 thankful for those 
people who rekindle the 
inner spirit. 
NATIONAL VOLUNTEER WEEK 
April 18 - 24, 2004 · --Albert Schweitzer-- . 
National Volunteer Week gives us the opportunity to thank all those who 
gave Of their time. energy, passion. and talent to the community this year. 
The Community service Program in the Center for Student leadership would like to 
thank the following Ithaca College students, faculty and staff for: 
collecting clothing for Share the warmth • participating in the Celebration of Service Focus group • 
• donating blood • building with Habitat for Humanity • running in the SK for Make a Wish • 
• volunteering at the Family carnival • sorting house parts at Significant Elements • making I Have a Dream 
mobiles With children on MIK Day • creating the NEW Peer Volunteer corps • working at the YMCA open 
house • hauling timber for Finger Lakes Land Trust trails • preparing the 
serving pancakes at the MIK breakfast• traveling to West Virginia to ~Ori< at scottle'S Place• reading to 
chlldren at caro1ine Elementary school • face painting for the SCiencenter'S Spooktacular event • visiting with 
residents Of Alterra • hosting variety shows and slng-alongs with residents Of Longview • de-constructing 
houses with Ithaca Neighborhood Housing services • painting an entire cafeteria with a purple mural tor 
Challenge Industries • landscaping the .play area and outdoor facilities for the new Croton H_eadstart site • 
creating an ~ntrv garden and deaning up trash along the SOuth HIii Recreation Way • pulling up roots and . 
. landscaping the swimming area of the Eco VIiiage • landscaping gardens for the senior residents of Mccraw 
House • organizf ng .a Mini-Olympics and barbecue for disabled children at stewart Park with the Mental Health 
· Association • organizing, tagging, and sorting a warehouse full Of ~onated Items fOr the Family and Children's 
Services yard sale• painting the stairwells and men's and women's bathrooms at OIAC • Participating in the 
Tompkins County disaster drill • dancing at Youth Bureau events • · making holiday crafts with residents of 
, the Lincoln Street home • calling BINOO for longview residents • donating to the food drive • volunteering 
with teens at SOuthside community center·• walking in the Ithaca Breast cancer Alliance walk-a-thon • 
playing games with IACC afterschool children • petting dogs and cats at the SPCA • bidding on items in the 
Bursar's Office charity auction • packaging and serving meals with Foodnet • collecting Boxtops for 
Education• planting daffodils with the AIDS working group• traveling to NYC to make lunches for.the 
homeless and deliver them under the Coney Island boardwalk • ~ttending the volunte~r fair • scooping ice 
cream at the Celebration of service • winning the scoones service award <Chris lynch and Elise Ruckert ~ 
walking in the American cancer society's Relay for life• serving as a Big Brother/Big Sister• ringing the bell 
for the Salvation Army • donating books to the Family Reading Partnership at the holiday luncheon • 
coaching a youth sports team • providing relief fOr family caregivers with the Office of the Aging • serving as 
a crisisline volunteer• and countless other acts of generosity ....... . 
volunteertompkins.org 
follow your heart 
For mora ideas on how you can volunteer in 
the community, visit volunteertompkins.orgt 
VOLUNTEERS - WE ARE 
INSPIRED BY YOUR EXAMPLES. 
WE THANK YOU! 











Classes· are offered in all five schools. . 
• SES:SION I • SESSION II r . 
~y~ 24-June 25 June 28-July 30 
":., .· 
THURSDAY, APRIL 22, 2004 
at Ithaca College 
• GRADUATE 
MUSIC SESSION 
July 6-August 6 
~: Summer workshops, internships, and independent studies are also offered. And you can live on campus. 
For information, contad the summer sessions office: 
120 Towers Concourse • 274-3143 ® cess@ithaca.edu 
www.ithaca.edu/ cess 
Come on down! 
Students test their luck at "The Price 
is Right" and meet Bob Barker. 
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Hometown: Scotia, N.Y. 
H you could pick one per-
son to be president of· 
SGA, who would H be? 
Henry Winkler 
What did you do to cele-
brate the warm weather? 
Climb trees and play frisbee. 
What's your dream Job? 
Secret agent. 
Who's your favorite come-
dian and his or her best 
Joke? 
Bill Cosby and the dentist 
joke. 
If you were on "The Price _ 
Is Right," what would you 
want to win? 
A romantic dinner with Ek>b 
Barker. 
Are yoµ going to pay for 
higher speed Internet 
nut 
, IO 
pay for the Internet because 
we already pay so much. 
l . 
BY MATT HUNTLEY 
Staff Writer 
Simon Tarr, assistant professor 
· of cinema and photography, has 
leapt into feature film production 
after making short films for the 
greater part of his career. 
His new film, "Rubicon," 
debuted last Sunday in the Roy H. 
Park School of Communications 
Auditorium as part of Tarr's 
"Thank You, Ithaca" preview 
screening . . 
The 82-minute piece is ~ 
experimental film· mixed with 
· narrative · threads. It combines 
themes like technology, culture 
and the environment. 
"Rubicon" refers to the Rubicon 
River in Italy that Julius Caesar 
crossed during the Punic · Wars. 
Once Caesar crossed ~e river, he 
could not tum back. 
For Tarr, · the film doesn't 
convey one specific message, but 
it does show that American culture 
has become dependent on tech-
nology and is standing on the 
brink of the Rubicon, deciding 
whether or not to cross. 
"Messages are very limiting in 
films, I think. I prefer to think of 
it as desig_ning a heuristic that 
creates an environment where 
the audience can engage with a 
movie," Tarr said. "If you set a 
message, the film is dead. It's im-
portant to make a piece of art have 
a life of its own.'' 
He realizes that the film is 
problematic and hard to decipher. 
"It doesn't answer anything," 
he said. "All it says is be careful, 
and there's hope." · 
· The film begins with total 
blackness, as a l_ittle ~Y. ~tters the _ 
J\veldl, ~Hello . of 
plan«· Barth." It then unfolds 
into a series of interrelated images. 
Tarr shows seagulls flying-in the 
open sky, a spinning earth and the 
. Finger Lakes Dermatology _ 
ACCEPTING NEW PATIENTS 
Pamela L. Foresman, M.D. 
Jeffrey R._LaOuca, PhD., M.D. 
Offering BOTOX Injections, Chemical Peels, Laser Surgery 
and Skin Care Products . 
(BOTOX® and BOTOX® Cosmetics are trademark owned by Allergan, Inc.) 
General Dennatology, Dermatologlc Surgery, Cosmetic Dermatology 
100 _Genesee St., Suite 108, Auburn - (315) 252-7539 
NIii Ill 
rising and setting of the sun over 
digital parking meters in a vast 
desert wasteland. 
. There are also white "Ma-
trix" -like letters and numbers 
waving and appearing randomly 
on the screen. The film only has 
two voiceovers, one of which is 
Tarr, and has no human characters. 
Tarr has been working on the 
film for the past two-and-a-half 
years and admits that "Rubicon" 
isn't a typical experimental 
piece. 
''There's a linearity to it.·It's not 
purely abstract," Tarr said. 
"There is a beginning, middle and 
end, which doesn't always happen 
in experimental films. It's a 
crossover of sorts in that way." 
Tarr said his inspµ-ation for 
"Rubicon" came from · his 
thoughts and skepticism regarding 
technology· and its relationship 
with culture. 
For Tarr, "Rubicon" combines 
a number of conceptual image seg-
ments he had in his head. 
"It got to the point where _to get 
across all the ideas that I wanted 
to get across, I would have to 
make a series of 10 short films," 
Tarr said. 
Instead, he decided to focus his 
energy and knowledge into one 
long feature. 
· David Gatten, assistant pro-
fessor of cinema and photography, 
said the film is an important step 
for Tarr and for the college, 
which provided Tarr with some of 
the funds to make "Rubicon." 
"Tho·se of us who teach film-
making here arc very lucky that 
we hav,e the support of the -college 
to the extent that we do," Gatten 
said." 's been a good investment 
MIKE BELCHl;~E ITHACAN 
TO CROSS or not to. cross? Simon Tarr, assistant prof•sor of 
cinema and photography, asks where· technology Is taking the 
wOflil'fft•tlt• nr.-teature-length fllm, .. Rubic~n." 
· -- -•-,.. ·· 1· w ····--. 
an investment thaf s paying off in 
significant work like Simon's." Tarr said he hopes people will · 
walk away from hfs film with · 
a certain feeling. He said viewers 
could rea!=t to the film in many 
different · way_s. They might 
~ 0 , · fth ~ii tpiritu.r 
creator" or think more critically 
about technology. 
· "What I want is the beauty of 
waiting Lup," ·Tarr Sald. "That 
·5 
Haircuts for all types of hair 
ITHACUTS 
Students and Seniors $10 
Open Mon-Fri 8 a.m.-7 p.m., 
Sat 8 a.m.: 3 p.m. 
103 South Cayuga St. 
275-9413 
1 /2 block north of library 
general feeling is what I ·think ex-
perimental film does really well." 
Ta,rr P,lans on playing the. 
ftS$twat -r~\rci1t' brdf~!noa,r- °11\@ 1 
world premiere' of "Rubicon" 
will be on Saturday at the Athens 
International Film and · Video 
Festival in Ohio. 




273-6667 ■ 256-2777 
IN'N'!"·t•sh~rtexpr~~s.com 
Elhni,· Spring 
•ar ....... 1111111111 ... 
•11111,1 ,, .... 
fashions from around lbt 
JWrld for_*mm of all ages 
Pll'llllll1111Lllllla - · 
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Funny guy wants ·the last laugh 
BY MICHELLE THEIS 
Staff Writer 
Stand-up comedians may be funny, but the 
lives they lead, at least at the beginning of 
their careers, often lack humor. 
Their auditions are numerous, their trav-
el schedules hectic. 
And there 's absolutely nothing funny 
about their meager salary - sometimes only 
$30 pergig at a club. · 
Junior Andy Kleiman ("That's i before 
e, except after Jew," as he tells his audi-
ences) knows it's a difficult life starting out. 
But nothing, not even being booed off the 
stage at his first ever club performance at 
the Comedy Factory Outlet in Baltimore, 
could deter him from his lifelong dream -
to become a stand-up comedian. 
A thin guy with gangly legs who some-
times wears glasses, Kleiman looks some-
what shy and awkward at first glance. Until 
he walks onto the stage. 
The fire engine-red dyed hair and 
"Ghostbusters" T-shirt, the one he wears al-
most every time he performs, take audience 
members aback and r:nake them look closer. 
It's then that they know that this guy isn't 
afraid of a crowd and certainly is not afraid 
to be himself. · 
For Kleiman; that means rooting hard-core 
for the Orioles, traveling to flea markets to 
buy odd knickknacks, like chattering teeth 
and empty Wendy's fry containers, and col-
lecting nearly 200 Pez dispensers. . 
"I swear that's the only geeky -tiring .about" 
me," he said: · · ' - · · · 
And he's a ,good ·hugger. He loves hugs 
so much thafhe ·recently had a bright green 
T-shirt made1·t11at rea4s, "l heart [the ·shape] 
hugs." , HY·-. -· ·:-.·, .• , .. ' •. , 
It's not hard to tell that Andy Kleiman is 
a funny _guy. . . , .., -: . _ 
~j.o9.e . he w~ 14,-: he••. ~ _using _bi~ 
Everything he knows about timing he has 
learned from studying Bill Cosby. 
. "He's my comedic idol," he said. 
Of course, it doesn't hurt that he has had 
a little additional help with his routines 
along the way. Last semester; when 
Kleiman spent a semester at the Los An-
geles program, he interned for National 
Lampoon. There, one of the vice presidents, 
who advises such comedians as Ray Ro-
mano, critiqued Kleiman's routine in her 
free time. 
But his routine is different from those of 
most comedians. 
Kleiman doesn't like to curse, and his fa-
vorite kind of comedy is the kind that catch-
es audience members off-guard. He loves to 
give them something they don't expect. 
Like when he walks onto a stage with 
his furry, old-man puppet Larry and then 
tells the audience: "Larry is a mute puppet. 
Some say it's because he was born without 
a voice box, others say it's because I can ' t 
do ventriloquism." Then he tosses the pup-
pet to the side. · 
With all his talents and experiences, it's 
no wonder he's been the president of the 
IC Comedy Club since the second semes-
ter of his freshman year. There, he 's 
undertaken such projects as the "Penis 
Soliloquies." . 
Senior Chris Liu, member of the IC Com-
edy Club, said it.was Kleimart's commitment 
that made the Soliloquies successful. 
"He was very dedicated," he said. "He 
takes the 'Penis Soliloquies' very seriously 
- he calls it his 'baby."' 
Kleiman is even trying to sell the origi-
nal idea to big name :eompanies. · 
Though he knows the world of comedy 
can be hard and harsh, he's not willing to 
give up on the dream. Of all things, he said 
he'd love to be a comedic talk show host 
~most. 
talent J} '? , ~qq_rm. . ~for~, audieq~f· · ANDY I , . h,. . 
T~g~J1e ~tarted off telling jp~es,at nurr - ; tatJhfrig an~·suq,rtsfn~ ~t,,diei,~~ ftefe;, --~rins r a ff ple, there are only five people who have talk 
ing hol_!les, he-'s n9:'¥, performed stand-up I shows," he said. "But what if David Letter-
routin~,s in ~~lt,iiµore and New York City "I love James Brown, but he is a liar 1:>e- versation and -interac.tion with other-people. · man.had said, 'There are too many people. 
an~~t ~pen-mic higp.ts in thr~e mHjor cities. . cause Andy Kleiman is the hardest working ... That's why he keeps·a notebook in his breast I'm not going to try it." · ,. 
He even perfonyed ·a if~ll-back audition rpan in.-showbusiness; •, he said. "He kee~: pocket at all times. Kleiman's optimism is taking him back 
for a packed crowq at the prestigious Laugh getting better'every year." To deliver his jokes properly, Kleiman to Los Angeles. When he graduates next 
Factory in Los .Angelei;. ·--Kleiman stilthks the index card of Jokes -·· "studies" great comedians. He"s a fan of · spring, he said he hopes tb move there ario 
Junior Logal\ :fyfosier, wltoT performed from his very first performance. Co~ Central, wmedic talk shows~ Bill . ~- start a careeus_a stand-up comedian.· After 
at open-mic n.ights'.with Kleiman in Los An- He does occasionally sit·do~ and v¢te Cosby. Where most students stash mysic ~. he said, what be~ job is there than mak-
geles, said he's seen Kleiman come along way his jokes out, but only when IJe, hasan idea CDs, Kleiman fills 75 percent of his ' huge i.itg people laugh for-a living, no matter how 
since his freshman year in the comedy club. ., first. Most of his material springs from con- black case with stand-up routines on CD. much it pays? 
'Price is Right' thinks students are gorges -
BY SARAH HOFIUS 
Staff Writer 
"Karl Siewertsen, come on 
down! You're the n~xt contestant on 
'The Price is Right'!" 
Siewertsen didn't even get to 
hear that famous line because of the 
noise created by the 350 people in. 
the studio. Instead, the junior mu-
sic major read his name on a sign 
held next to the stage. 
Stunned and with his adrena-
line flowing, Siewertsen jumped 
out of his seat and made it down 
to Contestant's Row. 
"It was totally unexpected," he 
said. "I don't even remember 
what I was doing." 
On March 9, while on spring 
break, Siewertsen became one of a 
number of Ithaca students to appear 
on ''The Price is Right," television's 
longest-rtinning game show. Siew-
ertsen's show aired March 23. 
Siewertsen has been a "The 
Price is Right" fan since he 
watched the show when he was 
young with his grandparents. He de-
scribed his own experience as sur-
real and unbelievable. 
Junior Joanne Chan, one of 
Siewertsen's apartment-mates, 
made the trip to LosAngeles and 
said she couldn't believe what 
was happening. · 
"We were standing, sfiouting 
and screaming," she said. "We 
were really loud and had a lot of 
enthusiasm." 
Siewertsen got on stage by lis-
tening to the ·audience, and he bid 
· $1 on a pair of $530 binoculars. 
Outfitted in a bright yellow 
"Bob is Gorges" T-shirt and car-
rying an extra one for host Bob 
Barker, Siewertsen got on stage 
because the other contestants 
overbid. 
After matching· up the prices to 
a clock, patio heater, pink floral 
couch and popcorn popper, Siew-
ertsen won the couch valued at 
$1,069 and popcorn cart valued at 
$1 ,339. 
Stories like Siewertsen's aren't 
all that uncommon. 
Robert Meunier, programs 
and services coordinator for the 
college_'s Los Angeles Program, 
said the program organizes at least 
one trip to "The Price is Right" 
each semester. 
In the five years he has 
worked for the program, Meunier 
said an Ithaca College student has 
gotten to Contestant's Row each 
time except one. 
Past winners from the Los 
Angeles program include Katie 
Cline 'O 1, who won more than 
$20,000 playing Plinko, and Ed 
Nescot '02, who won the Show-
case Showdown. 
Nescot won two motor scoot-
ers, a pinball machine, an arcade 
game and an air hockey table. In 
addition, he won a dishwasherlo 
get on stage. 
Roger Dobkowitz, producer of 
"The Price . is Right," said he has 
seen the enthusiasm Ithaca College 
students have for the show. 
"Groups from Ithaca come ·on 
the show four or five times a year," 
he said. "Many times they are 
picked from the audience." 
During spring·break time, col-
lege students make up about half the 
audience, he said. 
."College students bring a lot of 
energy to the show," Dobkowitz 
added. "They're in awe of Bob 
Barker." 
About 25 students in the Los An-
geles program attended a taping 
three weeks ago. 
Junior Julie Ciotti became a con-
testant but failed to make it on 
stage. 
But not everything about a trip 
to the game show is glitz and glam. 
"The studio is old," Nescot 
said. "It's not as impressive as 
you'd expect it to be." · 
Junior Christopher Kelley, 
who attended the taping three 
weeks ago with Los Angeles 
program students, agreed. 
· "It's a lot smaller than what it-
looks like," he said. 
And with many people spending 
nearly 12 hours of their time from 
the time they first get in line to the 
STEPHANIE BERGERON/THE ITHACAN 
JUNIOR KARL SIEWERTSEN assembles a popcorn machine that 
he won on "The Price Is Right" while he was on spring break. 
· time they leave the studio, people 
can get frustrated. 
''The process dragged and took 
forever," Chan said. 
Some contestants aren't that 
impressed _with Barker or simply 
just aren't surprised · with his 
actions. 
"Bob was Bob ... it's what 
you'd expect," Nescot said. 
Nonetheless, Nescot said he'll 
never forget his time on the show. 
And Siewertsen won't forget his 
time on the show either. Especial-
ly since he's watched the episode 
about 20 times. 
".You grow up watching it," he 
said. "You don't expect to be on it." 






Country life. captures 
meaning of family 
I am writing this column under a 
giant neem tree in the village of Keur Sa 
Daro. A soft breeze blows the pages of 
my notebook. My legs are crossed on an 
orange and black straw mat, and I am 
holding 6-month-old El Hadj Diop, 
named after one of Senegal '.s soccer 
superstars. 
My return to Keur Sa Daro, a village 
about two hours east of Dakar, was mo-
tivated by selfish as well as academic 
reasons. My group lodged with village 
families in late February, and my . 
three-day taste of village life made me 
reluctant to return to chaotic, polluted, 
stressful Dakar. 
The city atmosphere adds to diffi-
culties adapting to a new climate, cul-
ture and language. Americans and 
Western European tourists are lured to 
Dakar's ample markets, seaside location 
and nightlife, but .I learned modem 
amenities are truly not enough to make 
a person happy. 
When I arrived at my suburban 
homestay in Dakar, I was expecting to 
begin intense but rewarding language 
and culture lessons. More than that, I 
hoped to be included in my family's life,_ 
I was lop~ing forward to Islamic 
ceremonies, like baptisms, learning bits 
ofWolof and having a place that felt like 
home in a country where I am a lingual, 
cultural, racial an ligious minority. · 
Instead, . at my family was,~ 
too rushed to spend any time convers-
ing with me. The father works in 
development, the mother is a midwife, 
and the children, who are teenagers and 
-in their 20s, attend middle school and 
college. 
T~ey live Westernized lifestyles, 
speak only French at home, and the 
eldest sons hope to move to America 
after receiving their diplomas. My 
father watches soccer games from a flat-
screen television during dinner, and my 
siblings know more about American pop 
culture than I do. 
Though I was disappointed that they 
do not follow many Senegalese 
traditions, I understand that the French 
left a long legacyJollowing colonization. 
Economic realities push many Sene-
galese to learn French, English and oth-
er languages so they can · find 
employment in high-paying sectors or 
live abroad. 
In Dakar, I slept on a wide double bed, · 
showered under warm running water and 
had access to telephones, a VCR -and 
computers. But I felt alone and awkward 
because my host family never showed 
interest in my life. · 
In Keur Sa Daro, I sleep on a straw-
filled I]lattress, spend my nights warding 
off mosquitoes or mice, use a hole for a 
toilet and bathe with a bucket. But from 
sunrise to sunset, my host family and the 
entire community are working together 
and showing interest in their neighbors' 
lives. The customary salutations are 
repetitive, but ~ey enforce a feeling of 
, community that is sorely missing in my 
Dakar neighborhood. 
Just as it is wrong to generalize about 
Senegalese or Americans, it's also false 
to generalize about urban or rural 
dwellers. But I find it surprising that 
in the place where I expected the great-
est . challenges, I found the greatest 
peace. 
Nicole Ge"ing is a junior politics and 
journalism double major. E-mail her at 
nge"inl@ithaca.edu . . 
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Com.edians test boundaries 
BY LEE SACKS The troupe presents a woman 
Staff Writer dressed up as a nun and a man in 
tom clothes on a deserted island, 
Four boys ar~ sitting on ·the standing beside a blow up palm 
floor. They complain that there is tree. He argues that the nun 
nothing doesn't do anything but pray 
to do be- while he does all of the work. The 
cause it's man expresses his emotion in song 
r a i n i n g with a parody of the Weezer song 
outside. White the boys stare into "Island in the Sun" with his song 
· space with blank faces and "Island with a Nun." A chorus of 
bored eyes, a look of joy comes . nuns slowly dances on stage and · 
on one of the their faces. He en- · helps to sing back up. 
thusiastically suggests that they Near the end of the show, the 
use their imagination. lights are dimmed for a ~cene 
"What's imagination?" the oth- change, and - crashing and 
ers ask. screams of pain come from 
"I'll show you!" he says. backstage. The lights then fade 
The boys get four chairs and up to reveal a funeral for one of 
pretend they are driving in a car the group members who recent-
- down the Autobahn in ly died backstage. 
Germany. Soon Nazi-robots are at- "But this is no · ordinary fu-
tacking the car with napalm . neral," announces the priest. 
bombs, and the players tell an "This is a rock-opera funeral." 
imaginary journey ending with Meat Loaf's song "Bat Out of 
three of the boys dead. The other Hell" is pumped through the 
is left crying in agony reaching to- speakers as the deceased cast 
the sky yelling, "Imagination!" member ri~es from the grave 
This is . the typical style of - dressed in long hair and a ban-
comedy you can expect froµi dana. Determined not to die, he 
Cornell's premier comedy faces the reaper in a battle, one 
group the Skits-O-Phrenics. on one, guitar to sickle. 
The team of 12 wt1-ters and per- CORNELL SOPHOMORE JASON CHLIPALA performs with Finally, the reaper is defeat-
formers played Jo packed hou~- Sklta-0-Phrenlca, 8 comedy troupe at Cornell. ed during a strobe-lit bQut. 
es at Comel11s Risley Theater this · . God tells the man he will be 
weekend, dishing out their latest Christ" features the cast modeling · beards, they begin discussing granted life as long as he 
dose of comedy they called the togas, "Aramaic" Jordans and yes, how to win the beauty pageant agrees to "rock out!" When he 
"Traveling Medicine Show." "Pontius" Palm Pilots. next year. Between their curses. agrees, the cast fills the stage to 
The ·team's brand of comedy In another sketch, the players and crude gestures, they decide on rock out, .too. The show ends 
can be compared to the popular dramatize how the People for the . using gli~r eyeliner for the with the cast, dres·sed as char-
sketch comedy group Kids in the Ethical · Treat:Dlent of Animals· modeling part of the contest. , acters froni' ' ·throughout the 
Hall, featuring bizarre concepts ·(PETA) may have reacted auring · Some of the skits border on show, playing aif'·guitar to the 
and surreal happenings. Having no the Middle Ages. _As a knight}~ · obscen~,-wtiiie~~me crossed the music on -whatever·113rop they 
limits and · complete creative about to s-lay · a tunic~wearing;v! lfntf tn on€ scene, two men stand could find, not excluding a 
control, the Skits-0-Phrenics are homed devil, a line of picketers by a table with a plate of baked makeshift crucifix. ··i ,. 
fearless in their content and wielding signs comes to stop the goods. They introduce them- The Skits-O-Phrenie§ have 
don't restrict their comedy. From knight. The knight argues that he selves as inventors at the Host- time and time again taken sketch 
the · · mow opens, w-,L ·is s~ killiBg- boasts tliat teP-•~ ess~akef:actory: -pie1,:p1 · d ~y~to-'~.PiilP';tbeatef'~ge.,u 
· mem are'~ rorize- , clelfttwlest 1 -i;easants·., · witlf ffieit new creation: "Baby- · They dispel' the flashiness of 
ly thrust into the creative, sick and· B'ut PETA ignores him and cakes.'' As the _two begin to bite ·television , sketch com~)'. · -~ •.: 
sometimes twisted minds of•the calls him uncaring. After all, · into the pastry and red jelly-like the ·sometimesi OOllege-sfy e bu-
group's members. dragons h~e feelings, too. substance oozes out, the cries of; mor ' of'' "-otb~r such comedy 
Several of the sketches have The group presents two blue: a baby are heard in the back- groups. The _team has risen t9 a 
scathing religious or social com- collar workers with foul mouths ground. higher status of theater groups of-
mentary. An El HollywQOd fash- and husky voices. Dressed in flan- Musical numbers were also an ., ten only found in the theater scene 
ion show titled "Fashion of the Iiel shirts and with scruffy important element of the show. of major cities. · 
A breath of fresh air 
. . ' 
Offbeat album brings sozinds-like no other 
B'( 'ANDY C_ULPEPPER Lovesongs of the Christmas Spirit." Since 
Accent intern the release of that record, he has been busy 
touring the United States and Europe, as 
To listen to Devendra Banhart's new CD, well as working on nonmusical side projects, 
"Rejoicing in- like a book with a story and his own art-
the Hands," work. For "Rejoicing," Banhart decided to 
for the first use professional recording equipment, re-
time is to be suiting in a much cleaner sounding second 
transported to effort, although plenty of grime inherent in 
his strange his artistic vision still remains. 
· and unpredictable world. Listeners might• Technically, Banhart's acoustic guitar 
laugh at his high, quavering voice and off- · fingerpicking, heard on every song, is spot-
beat lyrics · or feel a slight chill as eerie less. His guitar dominates the record, and 
· acoustic guitar melodies drift through the air. other musicians appear on only a few tracks. 
Ta listen to it a second time is to recog- Clear influences are heard from early 
nize a work of sheer gentle beauty and mas- Delta blues artists such as Mississippi John 
terful songwriting. Every song on Banhart's Hurt and Leadbelly. 
sophomore album is a sensitive and intimate Banhart's tender singing voice is also 
gem. Even the liner notes include his origi- somewhat reminiscent .of Hurt but hardly 
nal watercolor paintings and are hand-lettered seems comparable to any other singer. Even 
with a touch of his careful love. more outstanding are his lyrics, which are al-
lJpon digesting the unique sonic experi- most always nonsequitur. On "This Beard is 
· ence, Qne is naturally curious about the back- for Siobahn," he croons, "The daughter of a 
ground and character of this ecc~ntric artist. man was a mammal/ She bore the mark of 
Banhart started recording when he. was 18, fire and of flame/ Though they're both the 
in his freshman year at the San Francisco Art same." The song ends with Banhart rejoic-
Institute, where he studied sound, film, ing about taking his teeth out for "a real good 
sculpture, drawing and painting. He used time." This is not to say that his lyrics are ar-
primitive equipment including a friend's an- bitracy or superfluous to the melody. Each line 
swering machine to record more than 50 songs may not dir~ctly connect to the one after it, 
before sending a demo tape to Young God but each is poetry ,in itself. 
Records, where he is currently signed. · Banhart is a skilled wordsmith, but 
Twenty-two of these songs were select- where his talent really shines is in his beau-
. ed for Banhart's debut record, 2003's "Oh. tifully crafted melodies. He is capable of both 
Me Oh My ... The Way the Day ~foes by cheerful, uplifting tunes and haunting, miQor-
the Sun is Setting Dogs Are Dreaming key nightmares. The loping "Fall" has Indi-
COURTESY OF YOUNG GOO RECORDE 
STRANGE SOUNDS come from Devendrs 
Banhart's unpredictable second album. 
an inflections while "Todo Los Dolores' 
sounds like a South American or Mexican tra 
ditional song, one he might have picked u1 
during his time spent living in Argentina o: 
his childhood in Texas. 
This album is a refreshing reminder tha 
simple, kindhearted music can still be founc 
in today's world of lip-synching MTV sen 
out superstars. It is a heartening discovery fo: 
anyone who thought that old-time acousti< 
blues and folk influences had vanished fron 
music, and it's a great addition to any eclec-
tic music lover's collection. 
· "Rejoicing" has only two slight downfalls 
One is that it sometimes gets a little too ah 
stract for comfortable listening, and the oth-
er is that its songs can occasionally be campy 
However, these factors barely detract from th< 
genius of the work. Devendra Banhart's mu 
sic is not for the closed-minded, but any open 
minded listener will come away with an oper 
heart, as well. 
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Senior art shows off skills· 
BY JOHN D. VARLARO 
Contributing Writer 
Variety is the theme at this year's Senior 
Student Show in the 
Handwerker Gallery. From 
comic books to bronz.e pep-
pers, the exhibition, curated 
by Cheryl Kramer, assistant 
I 
Ga llery Review 
Senior Show 
director of art history, has more ~an 130 works by · 
49 senior artists. With so many pieces, it may be 
difficult to concentrate on any one piece because 
compositions call for attention all around. 
Though the projects are eclectic, the _majori-
ty of the works are photography. 
Corinne Jacoby beautifully obscures her 
subjects in her photos. "Untitled #2" (2003) 
captures a garbage can and bag on the sidewalk:. 
She processed the print out of focus, blurring the 
forms and causing the vibrant pink, black and red 
to dominate, imbuing the photo with a dream-like 
. fog. "Landscape #1" (2004), a picture of a 
snow-filled forest, was shot through a wet lens. The 
audience is aware of the black forms of the trees 
against ~e white of the snow, but Jac~by presents 
them with illuminating abstraction. 
In contrast, the four photos by Thayne Yung-
man focus on the realistic portrayal of the 
subject. His series "Silent Statues'' focuses on a 
MEGHAN MAZELLA/THE ITHACAN 
SENIORS RICHARD UNIS and Bernadette Johnston look at senior Renee Baclno's piece titled 
•~oat. In Commotion" at the Handwerker Senior Studen.t Show opening (!n Thursday night. 
dilapidated house; 4be mood, one of hushed Several other sculptures catch the eye. Hugh 
observation, is achieved through Yungman's O'Rourke's work conveys emotion but leaves 
choice of perspective. He photographs the house room for interpretation. On~ of his five pieces 
from four different angles. His tight cropping in the exhibition is a metallic-glazed ceramic 
isolates the building from the surroundings, imbuing nude on her knees with one hand across her 
the subject with digl)ity and leaving the viewer to breasts and the other in her hair. The pose can 
women's faces_ with intricately carved shapes 
and patterns, while in "Mr. Grant" (2004), a 
sorrowfully face stares at the viewer. 
contemplate the "statue." . be interpreted as one of either-ecstasy ·or anguish. 
But there is also less conventional art in the 
exhibit. One of the more playful pieces, "Wood-
en Tumtabk:s" (2002) by David Xavier Prutting, 
is a fully functioning deejay setup (minus the elec-
tricity) .that he invites -the audience to "scratch." A number of sculptures provide a break from The viewer is hit with a feeling of futility while 
the two-dimensional works. Hayley Ben- · viewing Jennie Irving's "Sunken Soul.~' A clay 
erofe 's untitled piece is made from broken figure grips . the edges of a hole it has fallen 
pieces• of _green, white and purple translucent through, attempting to prevent the fate awaiting 
glass. She creates an indifferent face that seems it at the bottom, while another figure directly 
to emerge from the air as it pushes toward the below hunches in despair. 
This year's show is one _of the largest in 
Handwerker history. The talent and diversity 
found in the exhibition is the culmination of these 
students' undergraduate careers. 
audience. Benerofe's other work, a bro~ bust, There are . also several woodcut prints. 
· . as intriguing. 1be top half oltfienead Doug.llannah'l piece "Fear" (2004) is com-
Anyone in the market for art can purchase .a 
number of these fledgling artists' works. The price 
!&i, rangina from a~ m.mdred to a thousand 
w~l>◊mi~ fr<>m, the. c~t~ le~ving only: i:~ •• posed ofJhr,e -~ · 
l
l shoulders to the bridge of the nose. Benerofe ing pervades this work as the bold lines of red, 
r" used chelJlicals to oxidize the sculpture, giving white and black depict a truncated leg, a fist and 
it a green film or a patina. Combined with the two screaming faces. Ann Hoit's three_ works 
Ul)finish,ed edge, it results in the suffusion of are all in monochrome black ink. "Sisters" 
to support a fellow, starving college 
student. But if it's a little out of the price range, 
or if · the Picasso still hasn't been paid off, 
students can still enjoy the works at the gallery. 
age and erosion. c. · (2004) and "Self-Portrait" (2003) intermix · The show runs through May 16. 
Wimpy follow-up fails to fit the· bill 
BY DAVID MOORE 
Staff Writer 
Six months after the release of 
"Kill .Bill, Vol. I," Quentin Taranti-
no has returned 
with the second 
and final install-





"Kill Bill: Vol. 2" 
"Kill Bill, Vol. 2" undercuts many sig-
nificant ideas presented in the first 
film, drastically alters the personali-
ties of pre-established characters 
and ultimately disappoints on · the 
same epic scale the films aspire to. 
The opening almost immediately 
hints at the wrongheaded route the rest 
·of the film will follow. The Bride 
(Uma Thurman) travels to the 
deserts of El Paso to knock off Budd 
(Michael Madsen), the next name on 
her Death List Five. Upon being 
discovered by Budd, she is shot in the 
chest with rock salt and buried alive. 
She cries and screams and pounds 
helplessly as Budd shovels dirt over 
the coffin he has sealed her in. 
Where is the confident, stone-
facedj deadly Bride of "Vol. 1 "? 
Where is that woman who, being a 
fully empowered and super-cool 
female assassin, knows she will not 
only survive the whole movie, but will 
kill anyone unfortunate enough to get 
in her way? 
Tarantino has called the setting of 
''Kill Bill" a "movie universe," but 
he doesn 't seem to take the phrase 
to heart. Hints of intense feminine 
vulnerability don 't help the Bride 
become more of a three-dimensional 
character, but only serve to under-
COURTESY OF MIRAMAX 
THE BRIDE (Uma Thurman) loses confidence and character in the 
second Installment of Quentin Tarantlno's "KIii BIii." 
mine the Bride's movie-universe in-
vincibility explored so successfully 
in the . first film. Her character 
becomes confusing and her quest 
becomes unfocused. 
Tarantino, in a way, has missed his 
own point. He has assembled "Kill 
Bill" as an amalgam of every action 
film he has seen, wµich is all of them. 
Kung-fu, spaghetti Western, blax-
ploitation and countless other 
influences inform the limitations of 
· "reality" established in the two 
films. By taking the emphasis off the 
action ahd asking .the audience to 
really empathize with any of the char-
acters in the film, Tarantino shoots 
himself in the foot stylistically. 
The film has a few spectacular 
moments of inspired action 
filmmaking, including a. riveting 
training sequence with the enig-
matic kung-fu master Pai Mei 
'(Gordon Liu) that effectively 
replicates the crash-zooming grit of 
a Shaw Brothers film. A close-
quarters catfight between Elle 
Driver (Daryl Hannah) and the · 
· Bride is also sufficiently eye-pop-
ping. But the moments are fleeting 
and, for the most part, arbitrary. 
Scenes feel randomly inserted 
rather than elegantly constructed, 
and fight scenes are few and far 
between. 
David Carradine and- Uma Thur-
man do the most any actor or actress 
can be ·expected to with the materi-
al, but the.real problem is that this time 
around, the material isn' t particular-
ly interesting. A plot revelation 
involving the Bride's daughter is 
drawn out during the final 20 minutes 
of the film and quickly 6ecomes 
tedious. The final "showdown" 
between Bill and the llride consists 
mostly of the two chatting about-the 
Nietzschean implications of Super-
man comics and what it means to be 
a good parent. But guess what they 
don't do? Here's a hint: ass-kicking. 
One of the most immediately . 
disappointing aspects of the film is 
its decidedly lackluster sound-
track: Though the RZAof Wu-Tang 
Clan lame assembled the scores to 
. both films, the music in "Vol. 2" is 
essentially nonexistent. Ennio 
Morricone Western scores abound 
but do not equal the selections of his 
work from Volume One. 
Even a brief audio · clip '. from 
"Shogun Assassin," ·one of the 
many films Tarantino has 
absorbed in his years of rabid film 
geekdom, is merely ripped from the 
first track of a OZA/Genius solo 
project also produced by the RZA 
and lacks a personal touch. 
"Kill Bill, Vol. 2" is a calculated 
effort to stray from the formula that 
made the· first film so successful. 
But rather than making the two 
films seem complex and cohesive~ 
in hindsight, the technique 
instead hopelessly scatters the 
series, making it impossible to view 
the two films as a rewarding 
whole. The second film emerges as 
. · a needlessly confusing, frequently 
boring and ultimately unsatisfying · 
conclusion to what could have been 
one of Tarantino 's greatest cine-
matic achievements. 
"Kill Bill " was written and di-
rected by Quentin Tarantino and 
produced by Lawrence Bender. 
Te 
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Event of the week 
"Make-a-Swish for Make-a-Wish" on 
Saturday. The fund-raiser/basketball 
tournament starts at 1 O a.m and goes 
• till 7 p.m. at Ben Light Gymnasium. 
Today 
2004 Senior Student Exhibition -- 1 o 
a.m. to 9 p.m. in the Handwerker Gallery. 
Exhibit runs through May 16. 
"Sustainability and Organizational 
Planning" - Presented by Dr. Gordon 
' Rowland at ·12:10 p.m. in Klingenstein 
Lounge, Campus Center. 
Parnassus Information Day - 1 p.m. in 
Emerson Suites, Campus Center. · 
Earth Day Celebration - 7 p.m." in 
Klingenstein Lounge, Campus Center. 
Woodwind Chamber Music - 7 p.m. in 
Hockett Family Recital Hall, Whalen 
Center. · 
Documentary Screening - Medical 
Missions in Ghana; West Africa, at 7:30 
p.m. in Williams 225. • 
SAB FIims - "Lord of the Rings: Return of 
the King" at 8 p.m. in Textor 102. Friday 
and Saturday at 7, 9:30 p.m. and midnight; 
Sunday 3 and 8 p.m.; Monday 8 p.m. 
Dancing the Journey: Dance Concert 
2004 - 8 p.m. at Hoerner Theatre, 
Dillingham Center. Friday at 8 p.m.; 
Saturday 2 p.m. and 8 p.m.; and Sunday 2 
p.m. 
·alendar 
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Friday . , . . . MEGHAN MAZEUA/tME ITHACAN 
DJ SKRIBBLE PERFORMS In a concert In the HIii Center Sunday, sponsored by the Bureau of Concerts and IC After-Dark. 
. . " • •f1"' • 
Introduction to E-Portfollos - Glenn 
Johnson of Penn State, noon at the· North 
Meeting Room, Campus Center. · 
String Ctaamber Music - 4 p.m. at 
Hockett Family Recital Hall, Whalen 
Center. 
IC Unbound Dance Show - 5 p.m. at 
Emerson Suites, Campus Center. 
String Chamber Music Part II - 7 p.m. in 
Hockett Family Recital Hall, Whalen 
Center. 
· Community 
Request Concert by Franz Xaver Kroetz 
- 8 p.m. at the Black Box Theater, 
Schwartz Center, Cor'J'18II University. 
Saturday 
ASIC Spring Movie Marathon - 1 O a.m. 
to 10 p.m. in CNS 112. 
Make-A-Swish for Make-A-Wish - 10 
a.m. to 7 p.m. at Ben Light Gymnasium, Hill 
Center. 
IC Unbound Dance Show - 11 a.m. to 5 
p.m. at Emerson Suites, Campus Center. 
All Campus Band - Noon at Ford Hall, 
Whalen Center. · 
Ithaca Band Aasoclatton Outdoor 
Concert - 1 to 11 p.m. at the Campus 
Center Quad. 
Brass Choir - 7 p.m. at Ford Hall, 
Whalen Center. 
Earth Festival - 7 p.m. at the Pub, 
. Campus Center. 
. . 
. ot,era w;iltoi, ..... N"Mt---- ·.:...e: 
p.m. at Hockett Family Rec;:ital ~II, Whalen 
Center. 
Community 
. Cultivating Strong Media Relations -
10:30 a.m. at the Women's Community 
Building. Call 272-1247. 
Contra Dance and Cake Auction -
Supporting the Ithaca Quakers at 7 p.m. at 
the Memorial Room of Willard Straight Hall, 
Cornell University. Call 2n-4264. 
Request Concert by Franz Xaver Kroetz 
- 8 p.m. at the Black Box Theater, 
Schwartz Center,. Cornell University. 
Sunday _ 
Ithaca College Chorus - 3 p.m. in Ford 
Hall, Whalen Center. 
Color Knitting Workshop - 5 p;m: in · 
DeMotte Room, Campus Center. 
Caribbean Culture Night - 7:30 p.m. at 
the Pub, Campus Center. . 
Percussion Ensemble - 8:15 p.m. in 
Ford Hall, Whalen Center. 
Comm!Jnlty 
Request Concert by Franz xaver Kroetz 
- 2 and 8 p.m. at the Black Box Theater, 
Schwartz Center, Cornell University.· 
Ithaca's #1 Art Supply Store 
Located at the Pyramid Mall 
Ithaca, NY 
607-257-7870 
Collaborative Plano Duos Concert - 7 
p.m. in Hockett Family Recital Hall, Whalen 
Center. 
. "Sex and the Government: Where the 
Media Draws the Line" - Media ethics 
panel presented by-Society of Professional 
Journalists at _7:30 p.m. in Textor 103. 
Ithaca College Symphony Orchestra -
8:15 p.m. in Ford Hall, Whalen Center. 
Tuesday 
Ithaca College Wind Ensemble - a:·15 
p.m. in Ford Half, Whalen Center. 
Wednesday· 
Habitat for Humanity Sleep-Out - 24 
hours begir:ming at 9 a.m. in the Ca.mpus 
· Quad. 
Academic Freedom and Intellectual 
Diversity Forum - 7 p.m.' in Textor 103. 
VolceStream's Acoustic Night - 7 p.m. 
in the Pub, Campus Center. 
Ithaca Coll••• Symphonic Band - 8:15 · 
p.m. in Ford Hall, Whalen Center. 
Community 
Leadsshlp Ill Program - "Leading and 
Managing Change" from.9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at 
the LaTourelle Country Inn. 
Not all Ithaca College 
events are listed · 
in the calendar. 
Send information to The 
Ithacan, 
269 Roy H. Parle Hall, Ithaca 
College, by Monday at 5 p.m. 
For more Information, call 
Calendar Manager Ana Liss at 
274-3208 or fax at 274-1565. 
'v 
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·Monday, 7:30 Sunday, 7 
Wednesday, 8:30 Tuesday, 7:30 
Thursday, 9 Wednesday, 7:30 
. Backstage Quabble 
Sunday, 6:30 Sunday, 8:30 
, Monday,9 · Tuesday, 9 
Thursday, 7 Wednesday, 7:30 
~ondthe Screening Room hords Monday, 8:30 
Sunday, 7:30 . Wednesday, 8 





Tuesday, 7 Monday, 10 
Thursday, 7:30 Wednesday, 
10:30 . 
Frequency 





Sunday, 9 Upstate Reallty 
Monday, 6:30 Monday,8 
Thursday, 6:30 
Newawatch16 
Sunday, Tuesday YaThlnkYou 
and 'Thursday, 8 KnowSports 










Make Money taking Online 
Surv~ys. 
Earn $10-$125 for Surveys. 
Earn $25-$250 for Focus Groups. 
Visit 
www.cash4students.com/ithaca. 
Bartender Trainees Needed 
$250 a day potential. 
Local positions. 
1-800-293-3985 ext 299. 
Get Paid For Your Opinions 
Earn $15-$125 and more 
· per survey! 
www.paidonlin~surveys.com. 
EARN $300-$500+ per week PIT 
Work from your dorm. 
All training provided. 
www.dvdmonster.biz/superagent 
Call Peter at 315-729-1359. 
TOP BOYS SPORTS CAMP IN 
MAINE! 
PLAY & COACH SPORTS -
HAVE FUN - MAKE$$ . 
Positions Still Available: BASE-
BALL, BASKETBALL, SOCCER, 
LACROSSE, HOCKEY, WATER-
SKIING, SWIM-WSI, SAILINd, 
HIKING, OVERNIGHT CAMP-
ING, ROCK CLIMBING, WOOD-
WORKING, ARTS & CRAFTS. 
• TOP SALARIES, ·Free . 
Room/Board, Travel Alk>wance.: 
ApptyonLine_A~P: _ 
www campcobbOssee,com 
or call 8Q0.473:-.B104. 
~,.. . 
Local mom lobklng for a responsi-
ble college studenftobaby-sit for 
my two children; flexible hours; 
own car preferred; summer hours 
avai\able. Contact Kelly 
.. · 257-oo95." 
Travel 
~ ~ .- V 
Florida on\y $69 .one-way; all 
taxes included. Me~'-'co/Caribbean 
$125 eJ th '1Ja ,_ II taxa); 
included. Europe 169 one way. 
Other worldwide destinations 
cheap . ., Bq91<,,()p!ine 
www.a,rtech-.com or 
(212) ,41.Q-7000 •. ' 
- jo, :: • ..,. • • ... ~ ~ , .~'-
Notices 
Coach's Driving ·school. Over 
20,000 students, private lessons 
with pick up and drop off, fine 
tuning for road test. 272-4473 . . 
For Rent 
120 James St. 
3 & 4-Bedroom Apartments 
Close to Commons & IC. 
Fully Furnished, Free Parking, 
Washer & Dryer in Apartment, 
Kitchen with Dishwasher & 
Microwave, 
Private Outside Deck, 
Professional Management, 
Pets Welcome. 
Rents from $390/Rm. + Utilities. 
Call 257-4557. . 
1 room in 4 bedroom townhouse 
212 Giles St. Laundry, parking, 
trash collection. $295 per mo. 
Contact Allison ASAP. 
508-380-5541. 
FOR RENT Graduation w/e 
Elegant home on Cayuga Lake. 
, Sleeps up to 10 in bedroom w/3 
full baths, fully equipped kitchen, 
gas grill on huge deck overlook-
ing lake & lg: dock on 100 ft. 
lakefront, park at door. Video 
available. Call owner 
301-983-9526. 
bsnyder1@comcast.net. 
3, 4, and 5 Bedroom Houses. 
Walking distance-to IC. 
Call 279-6052. 
Graduation Rental - 5 tx:trm. home 
2 1 /2 bath. 1 mile from campus. 
Full kitchen. Spacious living area. 




For Rent For Rent 
On lake furnished 4 bedroom Available 2004-2005 school 
house. 10-month lease. year. 6 bedroom, 3 bedroom, 
2 bedrooms. Furnished, -
2 bedroom apartment, washer/dryer, parking, 
unfurnished, close to downtown. dishwasher. 
· 273-3931. One block from Commons. 
Graduation Rental Call Neal @ 272-2696. 
Newly renovated on Cayuga NEW MINI STUDIOS 
Lake. 4 bedroom, 2 1 /2 baths, · On the Ithaca Commons. TV 
fully equipped kitchen. Spacious lounge, laundry, near everything. 
IMng area. Large deck, dock. Call $400 and up. 273-9462. -
607-387-5646. 
lwo bedroom apartments-
COMMONS WEST South HIii and Downtown. 
DOWNTOWN BEST Tioga Street, Titus Avenue, 
Luxury Studio 1, 2, & 3 bedrooms. Spencer Street, South Aurora 
lnterco~1
1
~~~~~~~vator. Street and Seneca Street. 
Hardwood floors, 
HOUSES! laundry and privacy. 
MANY 5+ BDRM• STILL Many unique features. Leases 
AVAILABLE! BEAUTIFUL starting in June, July or August. 
HOUSESI CLOSE TO.CAMPUS! Visit PPMhomes.com. 
HUNDREDS OF UNITS! 
WE HAVE THE LARGEST 5 bedroom house washer/dryer 
PROPERTY DATABASE IN $345/person. Utilities. Separate 
ITHACA.-UPDATED DAILY! _ off-streetparking. 
GET IN BEFORE IT'S TOO Being renovated. Available 
LATEI WE'RE ITHACA'S 11 starting Aug. 1. Dan 592-1465. 
SOURCE FOR RENTALS! Aurora Streat 
272-6091•103 Dryden Road Three apartments In the same 
www.houslngsolutlona.com. house. Can be rented as 2 bed-
Twenty-tw~ Wlndowll, 2 ~- room apt., 5 bedroom apt., or 7 
room, e•-ln kitchen, hardwood. . .. bedroom apt. Heat inc:;luded. 
floors; lncludes major utilities·, fur- · · Available Aug. 15• 2004· 
· -n1shed, laundry, off-street Call 272-1944. 
parking. 273-9300. 918 Danby Road, fabulous 4 
bedroom townhouse, nicely fur-
Ithaca Solar Townhouses, nished, 3 baths, computer desks, 
warm/cozy 4 'bedroom townhouse, fireplace, off-street parking, walk 
suites, fireplace, bright, 2 baths, to campus. For a showing, caU 
beautifully furnished, computer 227-1076 or 273-9300 
desks, new, plush carpeting, rental office. 
. oNtreet ~. rtgN ~xtto -___ Furnished hOUSN and·;.._;.:_ 
~mpus. For a,shbw•u\ call , .;: t' ~ ! 
273-9300 6r vfe\il~ ~f1 = 'mentswatktng distance to IC. 
www.lthacaEstatesRealty.com. 272-1115. 
Say·goodtiye to high heating 
t,.. r • : bills. 
For Rent 
Now Leasing BRAND NEW 
2-4 bedrooms, 3-4 baths, 
multi-level house, with large 
game room, laundry, fireplace, 
2-car garage, patios and decks 
wfth gorgeous views. 
Professionally landscaped. 
2,500-3,500 square feet. 
$1,800-$2,400. 
*********************** 
NEW UNIQUE bi-level 
townhouse, furnished 3 bed-
rooms, 2 baths. 1 block to 
Commons and laundry. Desks, 
storage arict free off-street park-
ing, Favorite IC location! 
$1, 100/month plus utilities. 
*·********************** 
For More Information please call 
Jason 256-1081 or Heritage Park 
Town Homes, Inc. 277-6260. 
315-17 Hillview Pl. 4-5 pecson 
house. Furnished. Free off-street 




2 mi. downtown 
. $1 ,000 for grad weekend 
-BBQ, dock, H Tub. 
- 272-4675. 
COUNTRY GARDENS 1, 2, 3 
and 4- bedrooms with deck and 
views. 8-·riiinute drive up to 
Cornell. Low rent includes heat, 
hot water, parking & garbage. 
273-9462. 
Spacious 3 bedrooms, 1 1 /2 bath-
room, townhouses 
. Unfurnished $975, furnished 
$1,125 Includes, Washer/Dryer i~ · 
-or 
lnfo@cspmanagement.com~ 
Studio.and one-bedrooms ,. - ., 
available· in August. One block 
from Commons. 
Furnish~d -wasber/dry,er., 
Three/Four bdrm. spacious town-
houses w/parking, wash/dry, . 
dishwasher, balconies. Most of ou·r·apartments include ·,.;,~ . 
free heat provided by the land- · ·10-I12-mo. lease. 
Call 273-8576. 
:°272-~696. . . 
1, 2, & 3 Bedroom Apartments 1 
Close to Downtown and Ithaca ' 
_ College 
Parking, Laun~ry; -R~nt. lncJudes : 
HEAT! 
CSP Management 607-277-6961 
or info@cspmanagement.com. 
Graduation Accommodations 
3 queen beds and 1 double bed 
Downtown on b.usJine .. 
Free parking. Minutes to campus. 
· $1,250. Thurs.-Sun. · 
607-273-8082. 
523 E. State - large 1 bedroom 
($570); 4 bedroom ($380/per) 2 
full baths, 2 glass-enclosed 
· porches - parking available. 
273-1447. 
Vista Circle Apartments 
1, 2, & 3 Bedroom Townhouses 
Furnished/Unfurnished, 
Spacious, Carpeted/HW Floors, 
Private, Street Parking. 
CSP Management 277-6961 or 
info@cspmanagement.com. 
ONE LARGE BEDROOM 
BASEMENT APT. 
Furnished. Large closet. Washer 
and dryer. Parking. Half-mile to . 
IC. Separate entrance. $525 
month. Includes all 10-mo. lease. 
· Please call 277-2568. 
Graduation and Alumni 
Weekends 
Fully Furnished 3Bedroom 
House 
Sleeps 6 eomfortably, 
ji.Jst 10 minutes to IC. 
Nice quiet location. 
CSP Management 607-277-6961 
or info@cspmanagement.com. 
Apt. for rent. _ .
4 bedroom $350/person 
Heat included. 
Parking included. 
Walk to IC. 
Call 273-044 7. 
. lord. -Some have·all utilities -
included! Check our Web site: 
PPMhomes.com. 
- -- .- RENTAL HOUSING 
Ithaca Estates Realty.com 
273-9300. 
One Bedroom, furnished, bright, 
warm, close to IC, off-street 
parking. 273-9300. 
Hudson Heights Studio 
Apartments next to IC, 10- & 12-
month leases, furniture, utilities, 
parking, garbage and recycling 
inc. On-site laundry. 
Call 273-8473. 
A very nice studio apt on Hudson 
Street for rent the Aug. 1. Please 
call after 2 p.m. 272-5210. 
3 bedroom apt. 1 1 /2 stories, 
washer/dryer, deck, yard, parking. 
Available Aug. 04. $1,400 plus. 
W. King Rd. 607-279-3931. 
GREAT Locations 
3, 4,. 6 or 8 bedroom houses 
with free parking and laundry. 
Free wireless lntwnet •ccess,. 
· big rooms. 
Call Mike 273-4430. 
Rent early and Save! 
Short walk to Ithaca College 
Lovely 2 bedroom apt. on ' 
Pennsylvania Ave. Clean,· quiet, 
furnished, heat and private 
parking included. 
Only $395 each. 
277-0983. 
Spacious 3 bedroom apt. Walk to 
Commons. Laundromat around 
the corner, on-street parking. 
$385 per month. Includes heat, 
water, gas. Large living room, 
deck, large kitchen. Call Christian 
at 203-641-2332. 
AURORA STREET 
2 blocks to Commpns. Huge, 
bright 3 & 4 bedrooms. New 
kitchens w/dishwashers. 
Furnished, laundry, porch. Many 
windows, bus at comer. 
273-9462. 
, - On The Commons, Large 3 
be(lr.oom. Furnished heat ·· 
included. 272-7441. 
3 to 6 bedroom houses for rent. 
Furnished. Close to IC. 
273-4211. 
Spring 1 bedroom. Close to 
Commons, parking, near laundry 
and store. $465. Cute. Pets OK. 
221.:1514, 
2 & 4 bedroom apts washer/dryer 
near Buttermilk Falls State Parks. 
$750-$1,400 plus. Available May 
'04. 607-279-3931. Lots of 
yard and parking. 
South Hill - S. Aurora St. 3 bed-
room furnished apts. Newly reno-
vated. 272-3389 c;,r 533-8637. 
4 bedroom 3 bath house· for rent. 
Sleeps 6. Hot tub. No smoking. 
Off Rt. 13 North. 
$500 3 nights + dep. 
607-347-4427 Jamie. 
ACCESS self-storage summer 
storage rental. 257-6490 or 
e-maiJ sales@access-self-
. storage.com 
Call for price. 
· .- . Summer Sublet for June and _ 
July 2004. 
Awesome locatlon 
. on The Commons 
$383 a month, on-site laundry 
Call 277-1150. 
Ask for Pat or Jake. 
1 or 2 bedrooms. 
A nice house for 3 or 4 persons 
with big rooms at 
214 Prospect St 
Please call after 2 p.m. 
272-5210. 
A nice house for 3 or 4 persons 
· with big -rooms at 
214 Prospect St. Please call after 
. 2p.m. 
272-5210. 
4 bedroom townhouse 2:12 Giles 
St. Furnished, free l"aundry and 
trash collection. $1,200 per mo. 
272-1870. 
~ .. $.~ :• -. . 
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For Rent 
GRAND VICTORIAN MANSION 
One block to Commons 
completely remodeled, top quality 
rooms with mini-kitchen, 9 new 
baths, large TV room, laundry. 
$345 and up. 273-9462. 
Available 2004-2005 school year 
6 bedroom - 3 bedroom -
2 bedrooms. Furnished, 
washer/dryer, parking, dishwasher. 
One block from Commons. 
Call Neal @ 272-2696. · 
LAKE: 04-05 academic year. 4 
bdrm., furnished, carpeting, appli-
ances, fireplace, deck, dock. Start 
late Aug. $1,500+. 277-3370. 
4 BEDROOM HOUSE. Furnished, 
2 bath d/w, w/d, deck. Avail. 
8/1 /04. Call for appt. 
227-9003. 
Newly Renovated! 
2 Bedroom Townhouses 
Convenlently Located on 
South HIii. · 
Avallable for 200412005 
School Year. 
New Furniture! Double Beds! 
Laundry in Each Unit! Parking, 
Trash Removal & Private 
Balconies! 
CSP Management at 277-6961 
or info@cspmanagement.com. 
NEW, NEW, NEWIii 
85 LUXURY APTS 
Studio, .1, 2, 3, 5, 6 BRs 
AT RENTS YOU CAN AFFORD. 
BRAND. NEW FOR 2004 
Big Rooms 
.. Very High Ceilings 
You control heat and A/C 
· · n su · rintendent 
e a 
City view 
288 S. Aurora St. 
27~9462. 
GRADUATION HOUSING 
The· hotels are an booked, but 
we still have OPTIONS through 
us. 
" HouJng Solutions can help. 
. 272-609.1*103 Dryden Road 
· ·www.houslngsolutlons.com 
YOU'RE RUNNING OUT OF 
TIME ro FIND A PLACE . 
FOR NEXT YEAR. 
AND YOUR-IDEAL PLACE 
· -·-. - , . FAST WITH 
HOUSING SOLUTIONS. 
, THOUSANDS OF PROPERTIES 
AVAILABLE! 
COMPARE ALL OF ITHACA · 
IN ONE STOP. 
Housing Solutions 
MAKING LIFE EASIER 
· SINCE 1991. 
· 272~1•103 Dryden Road 
www.houslngsolutions.pom 
Sublet 
Studio apt. for sublet 5/17-8/14 
$460/month, inc. all utilities on 
South Hill, free parking: Call Kelli 
@ 607-645-0492. 
21 O Vv. Spencer St. by The 
Commons 
$365/mo. May 16-Aug 15. . 
For more info call (917) 952-4981 
: of email kayyde@hotmait.com. 
NEED A SUMMER SUBLET? 
NEED TO RENT YOUR PLACE 
... FOR FALL? 
· WE HAVE WHAT YOU'RE 
LOOKING FORI 
Housing Solutions 
YOUR SUBLET CONNECTION 
SINCE 1991. ' 
272-6091*103 Dryden Road 
www.houslngsolutions.com 
1 or 2 bedrooms 
Summer.sublet for June and July 
, 2004. Awesome location on The 
Commons $383/mo., on site 
laundry. Call 377-1150. 
Ask for Pat or Jake . 
Los Angeles Sublet. '04 graduate 
seeks roommate in L.A. ASAP. 2 
bdrm., fully furnished . 6-mo. 
Lease $430/ mo + util. i 
Call 330-904-,6581. 
DILBERT® BY SCOTT ADAMS 
-----------.. .,-----------
DOGBERT THE REAL EVERY SPRING, RABID ; THE DRY BRUSH BEHIND 
ESTATE AGENT SQUIRRELS RIP OFF i THE HOUSE IS A FIRE 
HUGE CHUNKS OF THE 
WHEN IT RAINS, THE ROOF TO LOOK FOR ~ HAZARD . 
SEWER BACKS UP AND FOOD. . u 
COVERS THE DRIVEWAY. ) SEASONAL i POTENTIAL ... 
FIRE . . . PLACE. LAKE g SKYLIGHT. ~ 
VIEW. ~ ~ ) t 
~ i 
___________ i...._.,..,... ______ """'-'""'--~i .... '-'-__________ _. 








THE FIRST PROPER TY 
COSTS sio ·MILLION; I 
ITS COVERED WITH 
ENDANGERED FROGS I 
AND ITS NEXT TO A 
BANSHEE FARM. 
... SELL MY CLOTHES 
TO A SCARECROW 
MANUFACTURER. 
ITS RAR.EL Y \ 
ENFORCED. 
THE ACCESS ROAD IS A 
NARROW PATH ACROSS 
A BOILING CESSPOOL 
OF T~RM~~irEO S,PULS: 
GET FUZZY · BY DARBY CONLEY 
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12 Hoop site 
13 Chase away 
14 Soul singer 
- James 
15 Make do with 
16 Servant 
~ 18 Orchard 
produce 
20 Take it easy 
21 Nyet opposite 
22 Wretched 23=~ 
- 7~ 
29 Arrow launcher 
30 Ridiculous 
31 Apiece, briefly 
·32 Shoveled 
. 33 G.oalie's org. 






of old films 
40 Subside 
41 Grand Canyon 
st. 
42 Beoomes tangled 
44 Floats . 
47 Gear tor a 
daring sport 
51 "Arabian Nights" 
bird 
52 Solemn assent 
53 Part of WATS 
54 Ancient Tokyo 
55 Dye 




2 Wine served 
wann 





.. ,i, 1 Benefit !,, 
8 Harass 
9 Actress 
, __...,. .. •, •, Hagep 
1 Nat6tlil 
11 Posed 
17 Wellington's pl. 
19 Egyptian sun 
~  site 
24 Hirt-« Gore 
25 Snail-like 1 , 
26 Kindergartner 
'27 OUlck look 
, 28 Diligence 
29 Prickly seed 









41 Cafe - lait 
43 Type of elec. 
44 Prominent 
nose 
45 Jedi master 
46 Barge 
47 Dab on 
48 QuebeC friend 
49 Stimpy's pal · 
50 Herb1;ll drink 
LAST WEEK'S ANSWERS 
Bombers earn No. 1 seed 
Men's tennis team defeats Hartwick, 5-2, in final 
match before conference tourney 
Page25 ports 
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LARRY WESTLER/THE ITHACAN 
A FORMER STARTER, senior Kerri Barber, left, decided not to return for what would have been her senior season in softball. She still watches every game she can. 
Time constraints and desire complaints among reasons Bombers quit 
~ ' i 
BY JOSH MCCAWN . . . Severi! coadles said today's student ath- · Kayla'$ -~ .a;:hedule sometimes pre:.. 
Staff Writer -'· ,_ ;).e~is less willing to : . - ' vented~ . · · · g oon classes. 
--=----- ~C.....C..-------~ role at first, so coaches can't worry about "You( reach a~point where you have to 
Piko Ewoodzie had a choice to make. 
As a freshman last spring, Ewoodzie ha:d 
just sat down at his desk and plugged all his 
planned activities for the·upcoming year into 
his computer. 
There was time in his day for just about 
all the classes, appointments, meetings and 
events he either couldn't or didn't want to 
miss. He even found room for the addition-
al duties he would be required to perfonii 'as ' 
a resident assistant. 
But then, there was one thing that just 
wouldn't fit into his schedule anymore: soc-
cer practice. 
To keep playing for the Bombers, 
Ewoodzie said, he would've had to sacrifice 
too many of the nonathletic pursuits he is tru-
1 y passionat~ about. 
So he opted to join Ithaca's club team 
rather than return to the v.arsity as a reserve. 
Ewoodzie admitted he misses the inten-
sity of varsity competition but playing at a 
slightly less rigorous level better suits his in-
terests and abilities, he said. 
"Everyday I went to practice last year, it 
was a huge challenge for me," Ewoodzie said. 
"You couldn't relax as much as you wanted 
to because it was business." 
Now, though, he can afford to miss the 
club's prac~ice once or twice a week and still 
get a kick out of the game. 
. "It's fun, competitive soccer, but it's not 
strictly business," he said. 
Ewoodzie is not alone in foregoing inter-
collegiate competition. According to media 
guides, out of the 226 freshmen who earned 
roster spots on 19 oflthaca's 23 teams, only 
96 ( 40. 7 percent) are on the roster of their re-
spective teams as seniors. The field hockey and 
women's soccer squads did not list freshmen 
on media guide rosters. Men's and women's 
crew, programs for which few athletes are re-
cruited, also were not included. 
Student athletes leave Ithaca's teams for 
an array of reasons .-
A few have· switched sports or transferred 
from Ithaca entirely. Some have been cut in sub-
sequent years or suffered injuries. Occasional-
ly players and coaches encounter 
irreconcilable differences. Still others have left 
to pursue career opportunities or, like 
Ewoodzie, simply quit Ithaca's athletic programs 
in search of a little time and peace of mind. 
those who quit. Rarely, if ever, do coaches pick," she said. "You can't be missing prac-
try to talk an athlete into retuqiing. tice four days a week, and you can't be miss-
Men's basketball coach Jim Mullins ing classes fqur days a week." 
,.called this emphasis on."'lmm.ediate grfilifi- Confronted with these sorts of time con-
cation "almost a disease that's sweeping the straints, many athletes swallow hard and opt 
society" and said he isn't sure what coach- for a less stressful conclusion to their 
es can do to stop it. tenures -in Ithaca. But the decision to quit a 
It's not just young players who quit, team is often agonizing for Bombers who 
though. A handful of veterans are either cut have long identified as athletes. 
or opt· not to return each year. This sort of · Ewoodzie said his decision was extreme-
departure, which softball coach Deb Pallozzi ly difficult, but he is content with his choice 
called "a sad scenario," can be especially and views it as "growing pains." He's main-
damaging to a program. tained solid relationships with coach Andy 
Kayla (not her real name), a senior and for- Byrne and his former teammates, he said, and 
mer starter on an Ithaca varsity team, said she still follows the Bombers from a distance. 
felt she had no choice but to give up her sport Carrie Gross '03, a member of the 
to capitalize on Ithaca's academic opportu- women's lacrosse team for three. years, 
nities. She elected to en-
said she joy her senior 
picked ltha- You couldn't relax as year after go-
ca over ing through 
some Divi- ch as you wanted to three coach-
sion-I suit- ing changes 
ors offering in as many 
scholarships seasons. She 
primarily said she mis-
because she 
preferred to 
play out of 
passion 
, , sed lacrosse, 
--PIKO EWOODZIE but coached 
___________________ s0_'P_h_o_m_o_,.,_e at Ithaca .fligh 
rather than financial obligation. 
Even though Kayla said Ithaca rufords more 
flexibility to deal with academics than Divi-
sion-I schools, she was still surprised by how 
demanding the Bomber athletic programs are. 
"It's a big commitment to play at Ithaca 
College, which is a great thing if you can do 
it," she said. "What ma.lees our teams so good 
is people who can put that commitment down. 
But I couldn't." 
Kayla was willing to shoulder that load 
for the Blue and Gold as long as she could, 
she said. But she finally decided the time had 
come to "make something more" of her aca-
demic career and prepare for her future. 
Her coach kept players focused on their 
studies, Kayla said, but it was still tough to 
meet Ithaca's high standards of academic and 
athletic achievement simultaneously. 
"Academics were always posited as the 
most important thing on our team," she said. 
"Academics came before your sport - but 
your sport had to come right after." 
School to stay 
involved with the sport. She also took on an 
internship, which she said helped her get into 
graduate school. 
Others have not moved on so quickly. 
Senior Kerri Barber, a former softball play-
er, debated hard last summer over whether 
she should return to the team. Barber, who 
said she spent up to five hours a day on soft-
ball, eventually decided not to return but ad-
mitted it "kills" her to watch her team play 
this season. 
"I'm here, and I have all this free time, 
but I'm missing putting on my cleats and 
catching a ball and throwing a ball," she said. 
Lindberg stressed that he is not overly con-
cerned by former athletes like, Ewoodzie, 
who leave on their own because they have 
other extracurricular activities. 
But Mike Lindberg, associate director of in-
tercollegiate athletics, said those student-ath-
letes who do emerge dissatisfied with their ex-
periences likely arrived with unrealistic ex-
pectations after acclaimed high school careers. 
-Alµlost unanimously, though, Ithaca's 
coaches said~n'-tiJIOlmS& potential~-
cruits starting positions or make guarantees 
of playing time. 
' It's just too hard to predict who will be 
in the program in future years, Byrne said. 
Ithaca's coaches have little control over how 
many of their prospects are admitted to the 
college, he explained, much less how many 
actually attend. He said he urges recruits to 
· make sure they will be happy at Ithaca even 
if playing soccer doesn't work out - but tt;iey 
don't always listen. · 
Several coaches said they combat attrition 
by recn1iting large freshman classes with the 
assumption that several players will either pull 
out in the recruiting process or get weeded 
out over the years. 
"You've just got to recruit big-time 
numbers," Pallozzi said. "You've got to re-
cruit tons." 
Of the 33 players Pallozzi has brought in 
over the past four years, only 12 have either 
s'tayed with the program through graduation 
or are still on the squad. 
Lindberg said the athletic administration 
is aware of the attrition that takes place on 
its teams. The athletic department only 
tracks attrition rates from an informal, anec-
dotal perspective, he said, but has imple-
mented a handful of programs to help 
coaches and athletes adjust to the realities 
of competitive intercollegiate athletics at the 
Division-III level. 
The NCAA does not keep statistics on 
student-athletes' attrition or graduation 
rates for institutions that do not grant ath-
letic aid, but most of Ithaca's coaches said 
other schools' sports programs face simi-
lar challenges. 
Ultimately, Lindberg said, coaches who 
forge close relationships with athletes and 
consciously monitor their outlooks are best 
able to battle attrition. 
"The recruiting process doesn ' t neces-
sarily stop after they're admitted to col-
lege," Lindberg said. "You have to keep 
working with them right on through 'til 
graduation." 
Kayla wants to.address the issue in a more 
personal manner: She wants to coach herself. 
"The one thing I know is that I'll coach," 
she said. "I'll definitely coach, or I want to 
coach, because I feel like I can deal with peo-












Tariq 'Shark' Ahmad 
doesn't help senioritis 
It's almost finals week. Twenty-page 
papers are due soon. Exams worth 50 per-
cent of a grade are approaching. Think 
you don't have any free time? 
Not including cross country runners 
· who also compete in track, there are 18 
multi-sport varsity athletes at Ithaca. Sev-
enteen of them play two sports. The oth-
er is senior Tariq Ahmad. 
At Ithaca, Ahmad has earned letters in 
football, basketball and track and field This 
year, Ahmad has played all three sports. 
This is possible for three reasons: a) 
Ahmad is the best athlete on this cam-
pus, b) he adapts to sports easier than 
Charlie Kauffman does to scripts, and c) 
his "free time" !S filled with the sports 
he loves. 
Tuesday, for example, Ahmad compet-
ed in five track and field events at Ithaca's 
Tri-meet. Two of those - the 100-meter 
dash and the triple-jump - he had spent 
just a moment pratticing in his career. 
But there he was, minutes after taking 
third place in the shot put, lined up for 
the 100-meter dash. After realizing his 
throwing shoes offered as much traction 
as ballerina slippers, .he took them off. 
Barefoot, he lifted the starting block 
out of his lane and sef it to t11e side. Ah-
mad then crouched down into the three-
point lineman stance, which he had per-
fected as an All-American tjght tackle and 
two-time captain with the Bombers. 
The gµn went off and Ahmad, who 
dropped from 2(i() pounds to 200 after be-
coming a vegetarian, bolted from his 
stance; After•CiijM~ slow start; Ah- ' 
mad finished third - out of three - in 
the slowest heat. 
Twenty minutes later, though, he put 
his throwing shoes back on an<J did the 
triple jump. After taking a three-minute 
crash course, he finished just a foot out 
of fourth-place and beat a kid from 
Herkimer Community College. 
Less than an hour later, with his·back 
"disintegrated" from the other events, Ah-
mad was in the discus, the event in which 
he won at the state tournament his sopho-
more year. He flipped the disc 40.87 me-
ters on his first toss, then skipped the final 
round and still finished fifth -overall. 
. . Ahmactwasn't disappointed though. He 
said Tuesday's meet was more or less a 
training day before the state meet next week. 
There, he'll put all of his time into discus. 
Ahmad has spent only the last four 
· weeks practicing discus, though he expects 
to be throwing farther this year than two 
years ago. Imagine what's possible if he 
spent all his time on discus? Or basketball? 
Fortunately for track coach Jim 
Nichols and basketball coach Jim 
Mullins, they'll get to find out. Ahmad, 
who's on ~e Dean's List, has one year 
left at Ithaca, thanks in part to a half-cred-
it course he needs to graduate. He has ex-
hausted his eligibility in football, but still 
has some left for the winter and spring. 
Of course, he still won't have much 
free time. Ahmad's involved with Big 
Brothers/Big Sisters, teaches at Boynton 
Middle School and has a job at Best Buy. 
You could say he's a favorite of the ath-
letic administration. In fact, he was nom-· 
inated by Ithaca and recently named to the 
NCAA Leadership Conference, which 
only 325 student-athletes from Divisions 
I, II and mare selected for. Somehow, he'll 
find time for the five-day conference. · 
"I've never felt like I've missed any-
thing," he said. "I've felt that i've really got-
ten everything out of my time at Ithaca." 
So don't tell him that he hasn't had any 
free time to enjoy. 
Press Box appears in this space every 
week. E-mail Charlie Ellsworth at 
cellswol@ithaca.edu. 
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Bombers blank Eagles 
JunWr Tom O'Con,wr allows six hits in 1-0 shutout 
BY ALEX DE LOS RIOS 
Staff Writer 
The Bombers haven't had to play much 
small ball of late. In their last 10 games, they 
scored five or more runs eight times. 
But Tuesday afternoon, facing Brockport 
at Freeman Field, the Blue and Gold found 
themselves falling back on defense and another 
stellar outing from junior Tom O'Connor. 
Despite being matched nearly pitch for pitch 
by his opponent, Jeff Wilson, O'Connor 
pitched a complete-game, six-hit shutout, lead-
ing the Bombers to a 1-0 victory. 
_O'Connor said his curveball was the key 
to his success. 
"I usually don't throw that many curve-
balls," he said. ''They might have .~n wait-
ing for my changeup, so I think I kept them 
off balance." 
O'Connor retired 15 straight Golden Ea-
gles to start the game before letting up a hit 
to the ·1eadoff batter of the sixth-inning. 
But unlike games past, the Bombers 
were unable to feed off their pitching to pro-
. duce runs, even though they threatened ear-
ly and often. Ithaca left seven runners on 
base in the first six innings, as the South 
Hill squad . had difficulty with Wilson's 
unorthodox throwing style. Coach George 
Valesente_ said it was tough for his players 
to hit against the righty. 
"He had a side-armed motion with his 
curveballs and changeups," Valesente said. 
"He was getting us to f~l forward and lunge 
(or pitches." 
In the se~enth inning, two costly pitches 
gave the Bombers another cbance to score. Wil-
son hit junior Ben McBride to put him on base 
with no outs and then allowed him to advance 
to second on a wild pitch. Sophomore Rob Litz ' 
was up to bat with a golden· opportunity. 
· "He had truck me out [in the second 
inning], and I knew' we needed a hit," Litz 
said. "I looked for something low and away 
and got it." 
Litz's RBI single to center was enough to 
give Ithaca its eighth-straight win. 
Despite both temm having chances to break 
the game open, neither was able capitaliz.e. 
GABBY IMMARINO/THE ITHACAN 
DIVING BACK TO FIRST, senior Mike Pritts beats the tag from Bfockport's Rob 
Gladw~II Tuesday at Freeman Field. Pritts went three for four In the 1-0 victory. 
In the second inning, the Bombers had the 
bases loaded with no outs, but Litz struck out 
looltjng. Wilson then got senior Cory Giroux 
to hit into a double play. 
In the fifth, Broclcpprt 'threatened with a 
man on second, but Litz snagged Andy Pe-
terson's hard grounder to short and threw him 
out, prompting shouts of "Web gem!" from 
~ crowd. Senior Mike Pritts, w had a~ 
tight catch of his ad, pi'aiied defense. 
"Tommy [O'Connor] had them hitting 
~dballs, and we were there to stuff them 
up," Pritts said . . " . . 
The defense committed no errors for the . 
first time in eight games. 
But O'Connor · did more than force 
Brockport to hit ground balls. His trademark 
pick-off move got him out qf jams without 
having to throw any pitches. fii the sixth in-
ning, with runners at first and second and no 
outs, O'Connor cppse.cutively cauglit \x>th 
runners napping to eliminate..lbe Un-eat. . 
Brockport had the same opportunity · 
ninth with two outs and Joe Lux fighting in 
··~ at-bat with O'Connor. Lux stayed 
poised at the plate when he found himself 
down 0-2. He fought off a couple of · 
es, one landing jµst in · mng · 
McBtjde,. and got flie count to full. 0 'Con-
nor went back to his favorite pitch and caught 
Lux looking on a changeup low and away 
to seal his team-leading eighth victory. 
IC sweeps Hartwick after -split ·with RIT·_ 
BY JEN BEEKMAN 
Staff Writer 
The Bombers swept a dou-
bleheader against Hartwick 
Wednesday to stay in con-
tention for the top playoff spot in 
the Empire 8 conference. 
Ithaca dominated the first 
game, 8-0, and took the second 
game, 13-3. 
· . The Bombers are currently 
tied with St. John Fisher for the 
No. I spot in the Empire 8 and 
must await the result of a dou-
bleheader between Fisher and 
m this" weekend. Should the 
teams split the doubleheader, the 
Bombers will host the season-
ending tournament, with the 
winner of the tournament earn- • 
ing an automatic bid to the 
NCAA ·playoffs. 
Ithaca could have clinched the 
regular-season title Tuesday 
with a double-header sweep 
against RIT at Kostrinsky Field. 
The Bombers won the first 
game 2-0 but dropped the second 
1-0 in 8 innings. 
"We had .our chance," junior 
Sara Coddington said Tuesday. 
"St. John Fisher needs to get the 
job done on their end now. 
We're not in the driver's seat 
anymore." · 
In Game 1 against Hartwick, 
freshman Zahida Sherman 
fanned nine batters and allowed 
only three hits in six innings. She 
also recorded her team-leading 
LARRY WESTLER/THE ITHACAN 
FRESHMAN ZAHIDA SHERMAN pitches In Ithaca's 2-0 win 
Tuesday against RIT. She earned her sixth shutout of the 
season with an 8-0 win against Hartwick Wednesday. 
sixth shutout of the season and 
has not given up an earned run 
in her last 27 innings of work. 
The Bombers struck in the. 
second inning of Game 1, scor-
ing three runs off of hits from 
freshmen Mel Chinigo and 
Lindsay Galli and junior Sara 
Coddington. Sophomore Leigh 
Bonkowski drove in three runs. 
· In the second .game, Ithaca 
( 19-11) scored all 13 runs in the 
first three innings of play. 
Sophomore Kaitlyn Dulac and 
junior Maddie Kraemer led the 
Bombers with three hits apiece. 
Bonkowski and Coddington 
added two hits each. 
Junior Abbey Pelot allowed 
four hits and struck out four to 
record her ninth win of the season. 
In Tuesday's first contest, 
the Bombers scored the game's 
only two runs in the bottom of 
the fourth inning. Freshman 
Hannah Shalett, who was 
named Empire 8 Player of the 
Week, reached first base on a 
throwing error to lead of the in-
ning. She then scored off a dou-
ble from Kraemer. Chinigo, 
who had been hit by a pitch, 
reached third on Kraemer's 
double. Chinigo was sent home 
after • a throwing error from 
RIT's catcher. 
Sherman struck out seven 
batters in the win. 
In Game 2, l~haca and RIT 
remained locked in a scoreless· 
battle until Elaine Vonderemb-
se 's game-winning single with 
one out in the bottom of the 
eighth inning. Pelot allowed 
three hits and struck out three 
batters in four innings of work. 
Sherman was hit with the loss af-
ter replacing Pelot. 
Galli tallied a career-high 
three hits. Coddington connect-
ed on Ithaca's other hit. 
"This time we were ready to 
go," Coddington said. "We did-
n't have any problems with not 
competing or not being pre-
pared. We just didn't have any 
timely hits. We hit singles when 
no one was on base.?' 
Coddington credited RIT 
pitcher Allie Sitton for Ithaca's 
inability to produce hits. 
"She hit her spots," Cod-
dington said. "She didn't over-
power us, but her pitches had a 
lot of movement. She knew 
where to pitch it, and we were 
chasing some pitches." 
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FRESHMAN JOE YOUNG takes a swing In his doubles match Tuesday. 
Ithaca secures 
top . spot in· ES 
BY PAUL GANGAROSSA 
Staff Writer 
Flynn began to rush the net to put 
pressure on their Hartwick coun-
terparts. The strategy paid off as 
In a season with five matches they took the lead for good at 5-4. 
postponed, Ithaca was plenty The duo's pressure frusttated. the 
frustrated and ready to enjoy a nice Hawks into making mistakes. Af-
spring day to host Empire 8 foe ter a disputed call, the deciding 
Hartwick. point came on a return · shot by 
Like the weather Tuesday, the Hartwick's Dave Plossl that 
Bombers did not 4isappoint ~ out of bound$. This gave the 
After. some early trouble with a · Bombers the point and momentum. 
persistent Hartwick team, Ithaca In singles, Sherman faced a tall 
won the match, 5-2, and solidified order, taking on the 6-foot-6-inch 
its No. l seed in the Empire 8 Tour- · Huffaker, a converted basketball 
nament this· weekend. . . . player. They battled deep imo the 
'".1Ji11f 1was ''one -of tlie' best third set when Sherman scored key 
Hilfnnck ·teams I've· seen in a points off drop shots that soared 
bunc~ , ,of ears," · coa¢h · Bill over the sci ing , ijaw~•s 
every point." · ' . · · : · · ·. "j Ii.it soft, shorter she>ts to draw' 
'-'- With 1lie suri"Blazing af the 4··· him'i'.~," Sherman saia:1• aridhe an~·;· 
p.m. st~ , play was just as heate4. swered with a few drop shots that 
~p , do~bles; . t~~- Bom~rs had I was ab~e to lob {or som~ poiIJ.t~." 
tt8~J~. getti~g on their_ game. _ . _ Watkins' match agamst LJu-
The seni~r-sophQ.~C'.l~:bcitn~ pf bitifati~ also .\Vent in~ th(? t\tlr$1 .~t 
Blair Wa~ki~s• and Chris' 'Cl'obn<>' . Frustrated'r1 early, ,. Watkins · \vas 
fell 8-6 to' · Hartwick' s Vladimir heard coaching himself saying, 
Vecher and Vanja · Ljubibtaiic. · "Move your feet," followed min-
Meanwhile, the Blue and Gold's utes later _by, "How many times do 
pairing of seniors Carey Sherman .you,!J.~v~ to .!~~ yo~lf W~Qv~ 
and Zach Coletta· defeated Brad ·your feet?" . , ,. _A•,, -~ . • _ 
Huffaker and Patrick Collins, 8-4. With the sun falling in the third 
This cleared the courts for set, Watkins cooled and composed 
freshmen standouts Joe Young himself and won 6-3, 4-6; 6-3. 
and Colin Flynn to finish the de- Also winning singles for the 
ciding match for the doubles Bombers were Young (6-2, 6-2) and 
point. Down early, Young and senior Adam Blakney (~2. 6-4). 
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Geluso shines ·in win 
BY JIM HAWVER 
Staff Writer 
This is what the men's· 
lacrosse team wanted. 
With their 16-7 win at Elmira 
Wednesday, the Blue and Gold 
improved to 11-2. But more 
importantly, No. 11 Ithaca, 5-1 in 
the conference, . heads into 
Saturday's regular-season finale 
against No. 4 Nazareth (10-1, 5-
0 E8) with great stakes on the line: 
a No. 1 seed in the 'inaugural four-
team conference tournament. 
The Golden Flyers handed the 
Bombers their only conference 
loss last season in a 13-12 double-
overtime contest, which clinched 
the Empire 8 title and an automatic 
bid to the NCAA Tournament. 
"There is a big-time revenge 
factor," -senior midfielder Scott 
Guerra said. "We don't nave to 
play our best lacrosse, but we do 
have to play our smartest 
lacrosse." 
Even if the Golden Flyers 
defeat the Blue and Gold, Ithaca can 
still clinch the No. 2 seed and the 
right to host one of the semifinals 
. if RIT defeats Hartwick Saturday. 
The Bombers hope they can 
gain momentum \ja their offensive 
performance Wednesday. 
Gelu:so, who came into the con-
test with three goals on the season, 
scored a career-high seven times 
on eight shots and added an assist. 
"Brandon really took advantage 
ofstepping in for some of-our in-
jured attackmen," Guerra said. 
. Seven other Bombers scored, 
including Guerra, who recorded a 
hat trick. 
After the Bombers scored 
three goals in the game's first 
6:26, the Soaring Eagles battled 
back to tie the contest at three 
apiece late in the first quarter. 
Ithaca reclaimed an advantage 
and led at halftime, 6-4. Elmira 
cut the deficit to· 7-6 with 6:57 
left in the third quarter, but 
that's when Ithaca's offense got 
hot and scored nine of the 
game's lasflO goals. 
"We wanted to play smarter 
and reduce our turnovers, so we 
came out [ in the second half] and • 
tried not to take as many risks~" 
Guerra said. 
The Blue and Gold's offensive 
production will have to continue 
if they want to take· down 
. Nazareth Saturday at · Upper 
Terrace Field. · 
''We can't let what happened last 
Saturday happen again," sophomore 
attack Brandon Geluso said, refer-
ring to Ithaca's 7-4 loss .aJ 
Hartwick. "We don't have any sec.: 
ond chances· anymore." 
Men's lacrosse 





111 2nd 3rd ffll f 
4 2 4 6 16 
3· 1 2 1 7 
Ithaca goals-assists: Brandon Geluso 7-1, Scott Guerra 3-0, 
Brian .Weil 1-2; Jeff Welch 1-0, Brett Campbell 1-0; Doug Lumb 
1-0, Brett Huckle 1-0, Kellen LaBelle 1-0, Sean Thomson 0-1, 
Kevin Curtin 0-1, Kyle Golden, 0-1 . 
Elmira g-a: Jack Egan 3-0, Alexander Karoly 2-1, Jeremy Hobbs 2-
0, Keith Holmes 0-1, Ryan Mikula 0-1, Steve Roop 0-1 . 
Saves: Ithaca 13 (Butler), Elmira 15 (Welinsky). 
Shota:.tthaca 44, Elmira 37. 
Ground balls: Ithaca 59, Elmira 54. 
Bombers tune tip for States 
' BY JEFF MORGANTEEN ' ' · · · ·hammer throw, junior Kevin ."With the ~ay everyone's bee~ 




1 aict .;_;\tfaiy_jlfi~llf:.'1'1111ffl'1ior-:  · · J, ' 
·--~-.... Mte~ ~ g 26,top~fivi~ fi~ sh~~- third to fifth, respectively. A~ad · · Biit' wmning is not as easy as'just 
es Tuesday at the Ithaca Tri-Meet, "also took third in shot put and fifth shqwing up. Barnes s~d the team 
the men's track and field team is in discus. ., · · as a whole must remain me1,1taJ,ly1 
primed for the state Nichols said athletes tough to stay successful. As.the sea:. 
Jheet next \\feek. can focus 011 their own son wears on, fatigue and demor-, 
· '. Though . the meet strengths and weak- alization will also ~me obstacle$ 
was unscored, coach nes&ies without wonying · · the team must overcome. 
fun Nichols said it was abouthwtjngtheoverall '"Now.that \Ye're starting,to ta~. 
a ·great chance for indi- · score. · · . per, it has a funny effect on people:': 
, vidual grQwth. , "Everyone is ahead junior Shawn Cal~~ saitl. "hi-
"" Senior Greg Hobbs· · ofthe.game or is right jmiesarealwaysabigproblem You 
took first in the 100- where they should be," ne~er know how people are goirig 
meter hurdlers to senior Jon Barnes said. to handle [it]." · ·--~ 
qualify· for the ECAC · Barnes took second in Currently, however, lthac;ii · 
tournament. Junior AHMAD the 800-meter run, to set shows no signs of slowing 
Rob Pickels finished a personal-best time of · down. In Calabrese's first 
first in the 200-meter dash and 1 :55.94. steeplechase of the season, he not 
senior Jim Ruger took second in the Barnes, who qualified for only dusted the competition to 
400-meter hurdles, after a desper- both the ECAC and New York take first, he also qualified for tlie 
ate footrace in the final straightaway State tournament Tuesday, said state tournament. · 
left him .08 seconds behind Cor- · the Bombers, so far, have been. "If everytbirig goes as planned, 
nell's Rob Rosborough. solid competitors and should be . and everyone stays healthy, we'Jt 
The Bombers performed optimistic about the rest of the have a really good shot at 
equally well in field_~vents. In the season. [states]," Calabrese said. 
Individual efforts propel IC _-
BY ANDREW SANTILLO 
Staff Writer 
Try telling the Bombers that a 
minor affair such as the Ithaca Tri-
meet doesn't matter. 
With the Penn Relays coming 
up, plus state, regional and nation-
al championships looming, this 
meet could easily get lost in the 
shuffle. But not for the Bom~rs. 
Though still recovering from 
last weekend's meet at Hamilton, 
the women's track and field team 
came out strong and won 10 of 18 
events Tuesday. 
"We take it as serious as we can 
take it," junior Emily ' Maston 
said. 
Maston, who said she wasn't 
completely pleased with her 
performance in the 200-meter 
run, used this event as speed 
work to help her improve in oth-
er events. Maston still finished in 
first place in the race. 
Junior K~tie Schkolenko, who 
finished second in the javelin 
. with a throw of 35:03 meters, said 
the meet was good preparation for 
the championship meets that lie 
ahead. 
"We really want to go into 
states, make a statement and win. 
another title," Schkolenko said. 
Senior Kristen 
Ctavotta, who was also 
competing in an unusu- . 
al event foF her, the 
400-meter dash, said 
she, too,.wasjusttuning 
up for the Penn Relays, 
which start today. 
us for what we warited to get out 
of it," coach Jennifer Potter said . 
What they got was plenty of. 
great results and several top per-: 
formances. . ' 
Senior Cory Lipp set a season 
best with an 11 .11-meter throw in 
the shot put. Sophomore Kelly 
Sisti, who is t:rai,ning for Monday's 
heptathlon, set a per-
sonal record of 19. 99 
meters in the javelin 
throw. 
Sophomore Meghan 
Morningstar won the 
-high jump with a leap 
. of 1.58 meters. 
This nieet is one of 
the · few chances the 
. team has to compete 
"It's the one time I 
run the 400, so I, was 
happy about my time," 
Cravotta said. MORNINGSTAR on South Hill, arid 
Cravotta's time of 
I :00.15 was good enough for first 
place and was almost two seconds 
faster than her nearest competitor. 
"It was a pretty strong meet for 
'Potter said that al-
ways makes for a better meet. · 
"It's nice to run and compete at 
· home, especially since it only hap-
pens twice a year," Potter said. 
j 
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IC le,aders lay down the law 
Captains on South Hill provide 
more than guidance for Bombers 
BY CHRIS COLLELUORI 
Assistant Sports Editor 
TheY.'re like Mark-Paul Gosselaar and 
Dennis Franz. One's a good cop, the other a 
bad cop. 
That's the joke on the softball team, any-
way. Seniors Meg Hannon and Saia Durant, 
the captains of the squad, each bring differ-
ent qualities to the position. As a tandem, the 
softball leaders are just as dominant as the 
•detective duo from "NYPD Blue." 
The Bomber twosome, however, is just one 
pair of a diverse group of personalities and 
talents that make up the South Hill captains. 
Ithaca's captains have a laundry list-of 
responsibilities. Whether they are on the field, 
on the sidelines or in the locker room, they are 
expected to carry the team. From planning pas-
ta parties to organizing bowling events, there 
is a wide range of duties a captain must carry 
out. And it's not all fun and games. 
The captains are often responsible for 
planning workouts in practices, leading the 
warm-up routines for games, taking care of 
equipment and preparing the team before each 
game. And sometimes, the captains need to 
use some discipline. 
Though HaQnon ·said neither of the pair 
is mean, Durant is more like a bad cop than 
Hannon could ever be. Durant is the one who 
says what needs to be said, while Hannon 
can't wipe a smile off her face. 
"Sara and I complement each other very 
well,"~ said. ''We're two totally different 
people with two totally different personalities. 
So together we definitely get the job done." 
But being the good cop is still no easy task. 
"I have to make sure they realize that 
'Yeah, I'm tight with you guys, but you got 
to listen to what I say,,,,, Hannon said. 
There are only two captains on the softball-
team, but the number of captains varies from 
team to team, from a single captain on last fall's 
cross country team to .four on this spring's 
men's lacrosse team. Each team has a differ-
ent process, and each captain plays a differ-
ent role. And though they are often seniors, the 
class is not the most important consideration. 
Most of the captains are selected by their 
teammates through a voting process. 
Coaches often have the final say, but for the 
most part, it is the athletes who choose their 
representatives. 
For this reason, the "C" sewn on_to a jer-
sey is a symbol of admiration, and it carries 
with it a great deal of pride. 
Karen Hollands '94, head coach of the 
women's lacrosse team, said the captains are 
fundamental to the team 's success. 
"They're someone who should be held in 
the highest regard by our program and that 
players can look up to,"· said Hollands, a 
member of the Ithaca College Athletic Hall 
of Fame. "They're very important in every-
thing we do." 
Junior Brian Weil said he wears the "C" 
with honor for the men's lacrosse team. 
"I .was proud to be chosen for this posi-
tion," said Weil, who leads the Bombers with 
51 points in 12 games this season. "It means 
a lot to have the respect of your teammates." 
But the job demands more than just es-
teem. Talent alone cannot lead a team. It's 
what doesn't show up on the score sheet that 
makes a captain a role model. 
Senior Mike Styczypski, a captain on the 
men's cross country and indoor and outdoor 
.. track and field teams, said that acting as a 
middleman is a crucial role for a captain. 
"I'm basically a liaison between the-play- . 
ers and the coach," Styczynski said. "Captains 
have to foster a sense of communication." ' 
Styczynski said the hardest part of being 
a captain for him was being the only one last 
fall. He ~d,ib~t made it hard to keep every-
one happy.· · 
1be women's team, on the other hand, has 
four captains, and the work is spread out among 
the quartet. Senior All-American Amanda 
Laytham said that with 53 athletes on the team, · 
it:s 'Still challenging to keep a cohesive group. 
. · . REBECCA GARDNER/THE ITHACAN. 
JUNIOR BRIAN WEIL, selectechi•·:a captain by teammates, leads Ithaca with 51 points. 
LARRY WESTLER/THE ITHACAN 
SENIOR CAPTAIN SARA· DURANT takes a swing Tuesday •1- ~ _mates look on. 
But several captains said the most im- three-time regional all-star said that having 
portant thing they can do for the team is pro- been there and done that makes her job eas-
,vide positive reinfarcemt. · b.ep.tbe · ••·icr;-.Hetiexpenence·u a Cllptainwas,a prac-
unified, it takes a great deal of guidance, and tice session fqr coaching. 
the captains have to be the source. Sometimes "As a captain you're kind of .. ~· l::ll~PJlilUIIC 
..it µtkes a great deal of energy just to stay in decision-making," Bi~d~ ou have 
11 ·good mood. to be an extension of a coach out on the field 
"You haye your bad days," La)'tham said, ·and run the team from within." . · . 
"but you always have to keep a positive face Her players have noticed what a difference 
on because you 're a role model, and you don't it 'makes to have a fonner Bomber on the staff. 
want others to see you· [upset]." "She was a great player, and it really 
Hannon said a lack of enthusiasm is how makes you look up to her," Durant said. "She 
teams can get into trouble. was a part of us, and she . wanted what we 
"Negative energy is just as contagious as want right now. She's just a coach now in-
positive energy," Hannon said. "As a captain stead of a player." 
I can't be the one to start negative energy. I Hollands;a Bomber standout as a goalie 
need to be.the one to ·stop it." · for the women's lacrosse and field hockey 
Perhaps the greatest testament to what it teams from 1990-94, echoed that sentiment. 
takes to be a captain can be seen on the bench "Playing here makes it easier in some in-
rather than the field. Ithaca's sidelines are clut- stances because I know what it means to be 
tered with former Bombers, several of a Bomber," Hollands said. "And that's what 
whom were captains themselves in their play- I'm trying to . teach the kids. I know what 
ing days. That •includes both wrestling they're going through, and I went through it 
coaches - head coach Marty Nichols '90 and right here." 
assistant Ryan Ciotoli '02. Also, two of Itha- That attitude has today's Bombers look-
ca's baseball coaches are former Bomber ing to the sidelines in their futures. 
standouts: head coach George Valesente '66 "If given the opportunity, I would love to 
and assistant coach T.J. Gamba '86. [coach]," Hannon said. "I think having cap-
Robin Bimson '00, currently an assistant tain under my belt is another. aspect of lead-
coach for the softball team, was a captain her ership and would make me a good coach." 
seniQr year for the Bombers. One of the most Then maybe H~non . -can add good 
successful pitchers in Ithaca's· history, the coach to her resume right next to good cop. 
SUNDAY· BRUNCH 
SATURDAY B-RUNCH! 
TWO DAYS TO ENJOY OUR 
GREAT BREAKFAST·M,ENU 
♦ GOURMET OMELETTES, EGGS :ro ORDER 
♦.WAFFLES, FRENCH TOAST, PANCAKES 
• HOME FRIES, STIR FRYS, SCRAMBLED TOFU 
♦ FRESH PASTRIES, FRUIT, GRANOLA 
• BOTTOMLESS COFFEE, SPECIAL1Y COFFEES 
Major Credit Cards Accepted ,. · 
• NEWLY EXPANDfD SEATING· 
308.-310 STEWART AVE ! 177,;.4770· 
BRUNCH HOURS ARE SATUR~AY & SUNDAY 9:30AM-3PM 





The Bombers traveled to Oneonta Thurs-
day and won for the 14th time In 15 games. 
Sophomore Brian McCullough earned his sec-
ond win of the year in the 3-0 victory. He 
allowed just two hits and struck out four in 
six shutout innings. Junior Marty O'Boyle had 
two hits , scored a run and had an RBI in the 
winning effort. 
In a doubleheader at RIT Saturday, Ithaca 
continued its winning ways and took -both 
games. In the first game, senior Kyle Sottung, 
who was coming off a strained hamstring, 
pitched six innings and allowed five earned runs 
and struck out seven in the 9-6 victory. The win 
was the 25th of his career and tied him for third 
on Ithaca's all-time wins list. 
Ithaca exploded for five .runs in the sec-
ond inning and never looked back as eight 
Bombers had at least one hit and five had at 
least one RBI. Sophomore Rob Litz led the 
offensive assault as he knocked the first home 
run of his career. He had three RBIs in the 
match. Junior Ben McBride added three hits 
and two RBIs. 
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SENIOR JOSH MARKSBERRY carries the ball around RIT's Adam George in a 15-10 win . 
April 14 at home~ Marksberry won six of 12 faceoffs Saturday in a 7-4 loss at Hartwick. 
In Game 2, freshman Matt Lavoie earned 
his third cateer win in a 5-3 victory. Lavoie 
pitched four innings and allowed three runs 
in the game. . 
The game was tied at three apiece in the 
fourth inning when senior Cory Giroux scored 
on a throwing error and seni01: Mike Pritts fol-
lowed up with an RBI double to right center. 
Men's crew 
Saturda 
Despite outshooting Hart~ick in the fourth 
quarter, 19-8, the Bombers were outshot over-
all, 44-40. The Hawks also picked up 28 ground 
balls to Ithaca's 26. 
Junior attack Sean Thomson had a pair of 
goals, and freshman Denriis Butler made 18 saves .. 
Women's lacrosse 
· Saturday · 
The 16th-ranked Bombers won their 
biggest game of the season so far with a 6-5 
victory of conference foe Nazareth. - _. 
Nazareth came into the game undefeated in 
neeioneUy but could · 
. r.tf ~Blue -
saehusetts for a regattaagainst Gonnectictit--· · and&ld'utingy defem~ntm~Pftft'.l~ ~ only 
College, Tufts and Division-I Holy Cross. one goal in the first half but th~n added five in 
In five races, Ithaca came away with four the second-to earn the win. 
mt-place finishes. . The victory gives thC'Bombers first place in 
· . · The Bombers edged ,Holy Cross in the first the Empire 8 ~tandings with a 5-0 conference 
varsity eight, winning by lea than two seconds. ~, recont The Golden F1ym fell to 6-1 in the league. . 
In the second -varsity eigh~ the Blue and Gold Junior Meaghan Light netted the game-win-
took first by nearly .five seconds over ·second- ning goal with-2:35 left in regulation. • 
place Tufts. · Senior Michelle Schlegel and sophomore · 
The South Hill squad also took first place Kurstin Meehan each scored two goals for ltba- _ 
in both novice eight races by beating ,Holy ca,andAngela~made l0savesingoal. 
Cross by 1. 7 seconds in the first contest and · 
by nearly 30 seconds in the second. . Softbal I 
Ithaca's only loss was in the lightweight eight 
race where the Bombers took second. Saturday-Sunday 
Women's crew 
Saturday 
The third-ranked Bombers traveled to 
Massachusetts for a regatta against Connecti-
cut College, Tufts and Division-I Holy Cross, 
where Ithaca turned in two first-place finishes 
in four races. · 
The Blue and Gold won both varsity eight 
competitions. In the first race, the Bombers won 
by more than eight seconds, and in the second 
race, they blew away Holy Cross to win by 
nearly 15 seconds. 
Ithaca faltered in the novice eight contest and 
took second place, losing to Tufts by more than 
eight seconds. . 
In the lightweight eight race, Holy Cross 
edged the Bombers by less than four seconds 
as Ithaca finished in second place. 
Men's lacrosse 
Saturday 
Ithaca held its opponents to three runs in 
. four games, sweeping a doubleheader 
against Empire 8 foe Alfred Friday and a dou-
bleheader against Buffalo Saturday. 
The Bombers took .the first game against 
Alfred 10-0 and the second game 8-0. The South 
Hill squad tallied nine hits in Grune 1. Freshman 
pitchers Zahida Sherman and Lindsay Bcyar com-
bined to pitch a no-hitter. It was Sherman's sev- . 
enth win of the season. Freshman Hannah Shalett 
connected on her second-career home run. 
Shalett and sophomore Caitlyn Dulac led the 
attack in Game 2 with a home run each. Junior 
Abbey Pelot allowed one hit in four innings. 
The Blue and Gold took Game 1 against Buf-
falo 6-0 and won the second game 5-3. Sherman 
recorded her eighth win and fourth shutout. She 
leads the team with nine complete games. Sopho-
more Leigh Bonkowski hit her third home run 
to tie Shalett and Dulac for the team lead. 
In Game 2, Pelot sealed the victocy. She al-
lowed four · hits in four innings of work. Sher-
man allowed one hit in three innings to record 
the save. Dulac led the team with two RBIs. 
Though Watkins later fell in his singles 
match, the two through six .slots went unbeat-
en. Ciolino defeated Jason Fiume 6-1, 6-0 to 
incr~ase his singles win total to seven on the 
season. The victories by Young (6-2, 6-0) and 
Flynn (6-1, 6-0) gave the freshmen a combin~ 
singles win total of 16, inducting Flynn's.team- · 
leading 11. Seniors Carey Sherman and Adam 
Blakney shut the door on a Fisher comeback 
when Sherman won 7-5, 6-3 and Blakney won 
3-6, 6-0, 10-8. 
· Ithaca's match against RIT Sunday was 
postponed and isn't likely to be rescheduled 
h€:fo!e the Empire 8 tournament this weekend. 
·_ Men's Jrack 
.... ..! . ~ "- ·· -
The Bombers put on a display of both speed 
. and strength at the Hamilton Invitational. · 
Freshman Pat McGreal won the 5 ,000-
meter run with a finis~ng time of 15:32. 76 
to beat.the rest of the field by more than 10 
seconds. Senior Jon Barnes took fourth in the 
1,500-~ter run and senior sprilJter Chris Ryer 
finished third in the 200-meter dash. 
~ the 110-meter high hurdles, senior Greg 
Hobbs placed first with a finishing time of 
15.38. Junior hurdler Rob Piekels also took first 
in the 400-meter hurdles. 
In the javelin, junior Sam Catterson took first 
with a throw of 48.89 meters. Catterson also 
placed second in the pole vault . 
Senior Kevin Alford took first place in the long 
jump and senior Alex Palilunas won the triple 
jump event with a distance of 12.77 meters; 
. Senior thrower Tariq Ahmad finished second 
in the hammer throw with junior Kevin Connelly 
following in third. Ahmad also placed second"in 
the discus with a throw of 39.90 meters. 
No team scores were recorded. 
Women's track and field 
Saturday 
The Bombers competed at the Hamilton 
Invitational. 
First-place finishes were turned in by 
senior Genevieve Billia in the hammer 
throw with a distance of 37 .76 meters and ju-
nior Katie Schkolenko in the javelin with a 
throw of 38.48 meters. Schkolenko's throw 
was a meet record, beating the one set by Jen-
nifer Stuczynski of Roberts Wesleyan last year 
by more than a meter. . 
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a pair of goals 
and added an 
assist to lead the 
Bombers past arch-rival and con-
ference foe Nazareth Saturday. 
She also led the team with eight 
ground balls. 
Schlegel, a speech-language 
pathology major, leads the 
Bombers with 33 points this season. 
She has 21 goals and 12 assists in 
11 games. 
The Liverpool, N.Y., native 
has amassed 211 points in her· 
career and is Ithaca's all-time· 
scoring leader. Her 75 career as-
sists tie her for first place in 
school history and her 136 goals 
rank her third. 
Schedule 
-.._ 
vs. Utica· (2), 4 p.m. 
Men's crew 
• Saturday at Atlantic 
League Sprints· at Carlisle, . t 
Pa., 9 a.m. · 
Women's crew 
• Saturday at Atlantic• 




vs. Nazareth, 1 p.m. 
Women's lacrosse 
• Today vs. Hartwick, 4 p.m. 
• Saturday vs. RIT, 1 p.m. -,.• 
• Tuesday 
at Hamilton, 5 p.m. 
Softball 
• Saturday 
vs. Geneseo, 1 p.m. 
· • Tuesday 
at Corliefl (2), 3:30 p.m. 
Men's tennis 
• Saturday-su·nday 
Empire 8 Championship at 
Nazareth, 9 a.m. 
Men's track and fleld 
• Friday at Penn Relays 
• Sunday at Cornell Big 
Red Invitational, 10 a.m: 
• Sunday-Monday, host 
NYSCTC Decathlon, 
Noon/10 a.m. 
Women's track and fleld 
· • Today-Friday 
at Penn Relays 
• SundaY. at Cornell Big 
Red Invitational, 10 a.m. 




~ ·,., 1 
·" 
Hartwick handed the Bombers their first con-
ference loss of the season,'. 7-4. 
· Men's tenn. , ~ 
T~ursday-Sun - . j,, -.. ~.; 
Sophomore Meghan Momins,~ also set 
a meet record in the 1'lh jump\~ith a leap 
of 1.64 meters. ~.: · · 
With Ithaca's loss and Naz.areth's 17-16 dou-
ble-overtime victory over RIT, the Bombers 
dropped to second place in the Empire 8. 
After trailing 2-1 in the first quarter, the Hawks 
scored four straight goals and held the Blue and 
Gold scoreless in the second and third quarters. 
Goals by junior attack Brett Huckle and junior 
midfielder Matt Casey in the first -four minutes 
of the fourth quarter cut the.score to 5-4. But that's 
as close as the Bombers got to tying the game. 
The four goals registered by Ithaca were the · 
team's fewest since April 6, 1996. 
The Bombers won their second consecutive 
conference · inatch as they defeated St.· John 
Fisher in convincing fashion, 6-1. 
Ithaca took ~ -- ~ft two of lite · 
-series in the d. )11 BC* 
winning five of Sil s1igles-matches~ ~1 ·· , 
Senior Blair Watkins and sophomore Chris 
Ciolino started with an 8-5 victocy in their dou-
bles match. 'Then the freshmen duo of Joe Young 
and Colin Flynn earned an 8-2 win. 
Ithaca's:. ~~ed first · , · · '#·i . • . . 
meter re . . 1'1 title of 4:08.20 · , J:.: .; ·,/,~ ' .. 
0 
ton. second, senior , . . 
thir4 and junior Bridgette Pilling placed fomth. 
In the 800-meter run, senior Kristen 
Cravotta tied for first .with Susan McWilliams 
of Oswego with a time of 2:20.77. 
. ' . . . . \. vnings 
aHowed just · r his fo . . . . .. 
complete game of the ·season and. f 
secoad. shutout. . . · . " " 
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Ithaca prime for state meet next week 
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HO QRE MqGHAN MORNINGSTAR ~ps to a first-place 
In Ile hfot, Jump at Ithaca's Tri-meet Tuesday 
